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It is said that men may «ο often repeat
falsehood as to become convinced of
it» truth. On the basis of this psychologr smith.
ical fact rests in part the continuing existence of superstitions, of moral fallaAttorney at Law,
cies, of economic misconceptions. To
MAINE.
MOKWAY.
me the truth of it has
nowhere come
* Syeclafcj
Collection*
gt)rne β
home more strongly than in my changing view of the statu* of our New EngPARK.
land countryside and its people. For
«JEKIIK'K *
some years, aa a youthful summer reeiAttorneys at Law,
de'it only of New England's pleasant
main*.
ι rrniL,
place*, I accepted with a:i entire belief—
Par
«lier»
as axiomat'C and beyond dispnte—the
Vlilw- Κ Hirrtck.
complaining or complacent statements
Γ V ROUNDS,
of my fellow "birds of-passage" that our
C1 untryside is "'decadent," our conntry
Dentist,
people are "degenerate," "the best blood
Still
tias been drained from our hills."
MK.
NORWAY,
IÎUK.K,
HàT'u 4T
among the summer folk these ideas hold
ait f sway; from them have crept into the
a.
oec* H -»-# w 13—1 to
press frequent saying* of the same sort,
so that it is not at all uncommon to
Come upon the off-hand assertion of
some casual editor or writer that is fairly galling in its matter-of-fact cocksureMe.
u Vain St.,
ness.
After ten years as a Countryman
in New England, I have come, out of my
experience, to question these sta ements,
even in some measure to resent tbeli
iteration. For not only do I find that
my personal observation doe·»not bear
them out by any means in the premises,
but that even from such partial truth as
may then be found the conclusion is not
Lead
of
Pipe Repairing,
A!I Κ
soundly reasoned.
Briefly, the premises, as I get them
and Iron.
reading, are
from conversation and
134-11.
r«l«i>ho··
these: (1) The state of agriculture is
in decay, hnndreds of farms are abandoned, thou*an.ls of acres of once cultiJ. WALDO
vated fields are given over to the white
birch; (2) tlie state of religion, of education. of morals has fallen away, the
churches are no louger filled, the old
academies, one after another, have passTemple Street, rear Maeonio Block,
ed to servile weakness or death; where
NORWAY. once were thrifty houses, clean husbanTtUp-ora Connection.
dry, neat housewifery, are crumbling
chimneys and crippled roof-trees, briergrown door yard*, bush-lined walls, bare,
filthy rooms, filled, if filled at all, with
swarthy foreigners or mougrel weaklings; (3) —and this is the favorite—
the exfiauation of this sad state of afJe*c,jrand Graduate Optioian.
fairs lies here: The superior opportunities of city life, the superior productiveness of the new lands of the West,
have skimmed the cream of our rurality
—the ambitious, the strong, the fit have
tied these barren hills as fast as matu
rity and sense have come to them—
leaving a thin-skimmed, aet too clean
residue behind. This is the pessimistic
view and most extreme, yet one that is,
MAINE.
I believe, more commonly held among
city folk of both education and intelliof
not a necessary coupling
gence
terms, by the way—than most of us
country folk understand.
Now in venturing upon a tentative
FOR
reputation I am aware of weakness. I
realize that the observation of one man,
or of several men, cannot be a perfect
basis for generalization. I realize, too,
tarn
that a just comparison of past and presabsorbed.
it
ent is impossible, if for no other reason
(.·<· It ιef at One·.
than that the past is no longer with us;
It
», i^.thea,
that no statistics are available, or ever
a».·
Hi 1 protects
can be available, to show conclusively
LueiQ·
fet dlMMU
the cause of the indisputably disprobnc«
'ting from Catarrh and «Irivee portionate efflux of our youth, because
*»*» a'
11 a the Houtl quickly. Keetores it is not in our
emigres to acknowledge
th# S- κ. of Ta^te and Suit IL Full size themselves other than the ambitious,
lu t:i
Druggists or by mail. Liquid ibes rong, and the fit. Yet I willgive
: r use iu atonuzers 75 et».
Cm
here my own firm conclusions, to wit:
>'"s.Wurreu Street, New York.
Ε- I
(a) That our New England countryside
is not decadent; (b) that our New England country folk are not degenerate; (c)
and setting aside the fact that, by and
large, skimtnilk is more worthy stuff
than cream—that it is not the efflux of
the ambitions, the strong, and the fit,
t
which has held back the rate of oar in
THE
crease in population, but rather the
efflux of the morally lazy, the weak, and
'«■ o5E-VoRip thai\
the unfit. Then, in so far as I am able,
HOLDS
brietly, I will show the reasonableness
of this contradiction.
First, as to the state of agriculture.
FITTED BY
Census returns of the laat two decades,
of summaries has
so far at» a reading
S.
given me knowledge of them, show
number of acree under
MAINE. three things: la
SOUTH PARIS.
the plow, and in number of farms in a
state of tillage, there baa been a steady
tnd sure falling off; in population of the
rural districts and in number of those
«ngaged iu agriculture New England has
rim (lui Far· fi.OO wh wajr.
perbap.t, kept to the standard of twenty
Steamships GOV. DING LEY and BAY vears ago, but in New Hampshire and
STATS leave Pranklin Wharf, Port· Vermont the loss is actual, if not great.
tad, week daya at 7 P. M.
They show also, however, that in total of
ural wealth there has been increase of
Returning
no very mean degree—that New HampLeave Central Wharf, Boston, week shire, losing like Iowa in number of
tarms and
population at work upon
days at 7 p. m.
made an increase of wealth
Through ticket* on tale at principal ibem, bas if small as
compared witb
substantial,
roitoad stations.
tbat of Iowa—which, let me say, I have
J. P. LISCOMB, General Agent,
not yet beard called a decadent state;
Portland, Me.
tbat in staple and other crops the peracre yield is increased and increasing, as
against a falling ratio in several of the
great farming states; so that New Engleads
Everybody to save their RAGS, RUB land as a whole, or state by state,
the Union in intensive farming. Tbe reMai
UEK.S AND METALS for me.
cent corn show at Worcester has widely
ordtn pr imptly attended to. I also buj
advertised this fact.
NORMAN Ν. Κ LAIN,
Poultry.
Abandoned farms. We have tbem, for
the most part wisely abandoned, and
Box 817, Norway, Maine.
fci-lyr.
ceitainly less plentiful in fact than in
print. Thousands of acres yioen over to
t:. W.
the ichite birch. True enough. Would
Yet in this
I rbat it were tbe white pine!
I see
very surrender of sterile acres do
!
the moat hopeful sign of an intelligent
That tbe New
wt! furnish DOOHS an·! WINDOWS of an; r and lively agriculture.
J
*Uc or
zU reaeonable price·.
England farmer is seeing wisdom in intensive cultivation of bis few best acres
rather than in extensive scratching of
uneven tields, is to me a most complete
refutation of the doctrine that tbe conIt in want of
soy kind of Finish for 1 nalde ο
'Juui :« work, seud In your or 1er». Pine Luir
servative Yankee on hie "worn-out"
««r Mil >αΐοχΙβ· on band
Cheap tor Cash.
lands cannot progress. Surely to a
countryside tbat can use at a profit
and Job Work • mill ions of dollars' worth of purchased
fertilizer, tbat can feed at a profit to its
Matched fine Sheathing for Sale.
live-stock millions of dollars' worth of
western grain, and turn the residue to
E. W.
enrichment of tbe soil—to a countryside
Maln< »· tbat ahowa bigheat acre production and
west Sumner.
....
λ courage to undertake Intenaive tillage
I aa yet unchecked by tbe law of diminishing returns, the term "dccadent" ia misa
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that once It bad among our people. And
we know that New England, especially
rural New England, still is reverenced
by many as the home of God-fearing,
law-abiding men and women.
Far be it from me to deny the existence among us of the cider barrel, of
miscegenation, of illicit cohabitation, of
base and violent criminall y. These
things are no more to be cast out of
reckoning than the falling roof-tree, the
brier-grown door-yard, the bush-lined
walls and slovenly dens that too often
in the tranquil
ruin our enjoyment
beauty of our hill towns. Signs of age
they are, or imperfection in society, uf
a millenium as yet far distant; but no
more to be construed as iudexee of decadence than is the segregated misery
of the East Side of the most progressive
city the world has ever known. It is as
unjust to estimate the life of our country people from such evidence as to condemn the people of New Tork from the
evidence of its vicious tenements.
Let him who sees in mongrel marriage
or cohabitation, in the taking up of
poorer farms by the "scum of Europe,"
signs of a vile degeneration in morals
aud blood, hark oack to the days of
Let him read, for incolonization.
stance, the records of the Great and
General Court of Massachusetts through
those years when Calvinism reigned.
Le; him lake the contemporary opinion
of Europe as to the character of the
mass of those who settled New England
and Virginia. Let him ponder the proud
teims

"Scotch-Irish,"

FARES.

$62.11

£

For brluglug up their families peahens ure α model to every other feathThe nest la
ered fowl iu existence.
usually made of u quantity of dry
on it
κ ticks, uud wben fairly set and
the difficulty is to Hod out where the
So beautifully does the ash
lieu is.
with the sur(my plumage ussimilate
rounding* that it is ofteu possible to
tumble
ing it.
to four
Khce of

clean, simple, honest boys and girls.
Not long ago a well-known educator

said to me—"Tonr first two will compare not unfavorably with the first two
of our largest city high school; their
ambition makes up for what they have
lacked in opportunity." A "degenerate"
lot!
I grant, with the pride that all we
country folk feel that thousands have
gone from our farms to lead in cities, to
open to men the wonderful West. But
These thouour people are prolific.
sands have not depleted, by their exodus,
the population of our "back towns." It
is the tens of thousands who have followed in their wake; who have gone to the
west and to the cities—above all, to the
cities. Have they gone because they
are the ambitious, the strong, the fit?
That is the question. Have they gone,
even, for the not altogether creditable
reason that work is easier, hours shorter,
pay greater, than ou the farm? Is Jim
Sanborn a fireman because firing a locomotive is less laborious than farm work?
Is Dick Jones a motorman because the
hours of a motorman are shorter than
those of a farmer? Is Sadie Richards a
"saleslady" with Houghton Jc Jordan
because she can earn six whole dollars a
week? Perhaps. I think not. Is it so*
cial opportunity they seek? What are
the social opportunities of a shoe shop?
More, ι iiiiux, is me expiaueuuu.
"When the day's work Is done, it's
doue." The planning, the responsibility
It is undesirable that
are for another.
the average city dweller lives in the
house of another, works with the tools
of another, works out the plans of another, and thereby surrenders to another a larger part of bin morality. The
habit of responsibility, if ever he had it,
falls from him, and he grows indifferent.
Almost unanimous is the opinion of
Hociologiots that in this indifference lies
the basis of that corruption and inefficiency in municipal government
which is a by-word among us. That this
condition arises from any degeneration
of the character of our urban populace I
would be the last to affirm. Rather, it
comes from the economic centralization
of manufacturing and commercial interests that ia the most marked characteristic of oor national life since the war
of the Rebellion. Construe it aa we will,
the fact remains that your city man becomes, from year to year, less a morally
responsible individual, becomes more
uearly a mere instrument in the bands
of another, more and more literally "a
tiny cog in the machine."
Uniformly, too, sociologists maintain
that the backbone of our institutions of
government, as truly as of our economic
prosperity, is the country. And why?
Not merely because in the country lies
the land, wbicb is the first requisite of
production, but because in our country
folk is a stable conservatism that marches
steadily, that doe* not leap or veer or
fall exhausted. For your average countryman is a man of property, a taxpayer
—as your city man is not—planner as
well as doer of hia work on hia own farm,
in his store, bis smithy. He eats, works,
sleeps, with the sense of responsibility.
With this ever-present sense comes the
habit of responsibility. It sits easily upAnd from his daily life it
on him.
spreads into the larger affairs of the
community. Nowhere is the truth of
tbis better deinonatrated than in the
town meetings of New England.
Trite and pleasing as are the sayings
concerning the peace of the farmer's life,
that peace is not the peace of mental
vegetation. The Average farmer ia a
man of foresight, a successful planner,
and none, by necessity and nature, more
than the New Eoglander. The average
housewife is and must be one who thinks
for beriielf. But "our boys and girls
flee the everlasting drudgery" of farm
work and bouse work. Nonsense! No
routine work is more varied than that of
the farm, none more capable of variation
than that of the household. Compare
tbem with the labors of the book-keeper, the shoe-worker, the factory girl,
who make the same movements a thousand times a day. No! Tbey leave foi
the very simple and human reason thrt

^IO

oonoeiT· uetoba

j

over the nest before recognizIn this nest ure laid from three
lurge whitish eggs about the
those laid by the common do-

mestic goose.
When the chicks ure hutched out they
ure the most delightful little brown
birds Imaginable. The color is α rich
deep browu. and they much resemble
and In
young phea&auts both In size
Many people have often
coloring.
at the curious etiquette notice-

laughed
able in the behavior of bees toward
But the

peafowl etiquette

their queen.
In introducing young chicks to their
As soon
owner is at least as curious.
as the chicks ure able to wulk the
mother marshals them in α procession,
uud. leading herself, she stalks to the
where she and the others are

generally fed. Llaviug formally Introduced her brood, she takes them back
to the nest, and they η re not seen any

The hen will
for some weeks.
uud l»e fed. but the chicks are
supposed to remain In retreat till they
are growu to the site of spring chickens, when they come out and join the
rest of the fowls and learn to feed for
more

come

themselves.—Country Dome.

ELECTRIC MILK.
the Name That Waa One·
Given to Rubber.
M. de la Condamlne. α French savant, wus traveling in 1743 In Ecuador with an expedition sent out to
measure a degree of the meridian for
scientific purposes. He kept a Journal. and the following entry is dated
That

Is

July 11:

In the foreata of Quito there flows a
kind of resin which Is called "cahuchu."
When fresh it can be molded Into any
form It is impervious to rain.
He further describes how the natives

used it for making a special kind of
syringe, and iu April. 1745. when ho
had returned from his Journey, he presented η sample of "cahuchu" to the
Academy of Sciences in Paris. The
French word for rubber—caoutchoucIs simply u corruption of this Indian
name.

La Coudamine treated the product
It was
as a mere vegetable curiosity.
Fresnenu. α French englueer, who first
studied and utilized the substance. He
embarked for Guiana with a model of
the fruit and a sketch of the leaf. He
rowed along the rivers, offered the
natives drink and music nud when be
had assured himself of their friendship
bis
by these nud other gifts showed
patterns nud asked them to indicate
the plant. Ills efforts were finally successful, and he obtained enough rubber to make a pair of boots, which he
presented to M. de Maurepas. who
went to court in them. The "electric
milk," as it was termed, thus made Its
first entry Into the royal presence.—
London Family Herald.
A

Friendly Penguin.

I outbid ii friend for a penguin,
which became nn Interesting pet. The
frieud wanted the bird for Its skin.
On board ship the bird soon got accustomed to Its surroundings and found
that the cook was one to keep on
good terms with, and It haunted the
galley, getting many tidbits. It was always in attendance when the market
boat came alongside In the morniug
and followed the steward as he carried the day's provisions aft. Strange
to say. it developed a great liking for
lettuce, although its natural food Is
fish, and another curious trait was that
It would never pick up food from the
deck or out of water, but would althe
ways take it ravenously from
It behaved like a child aud
hand.
would make a whining Bound as if
begging to be lifted up and would cuddle down and appear to be quite happy when being nursed.-Scotsman.

Motaio Work.
The origin of Mosaic work is unknown. We may be sure, however,
that It begau among some oriental people. It had attained to great excellence
in Greece in the time of Alexander and
his successors. The Romans also excelled in Mosaic work, as Id shown by

the many preserved specimens today
to be Been in the museums. The art
was revived in Italy by Giotto. Cimebue and others and from Italy made
Its way into the other European countries. Some of the achievements of the
Mosaic works of the best Italian period

Copyright, IÇ08. by

[CONTINUED.)
Among the things in Bosn's "box"
was a long envelope, sealed with wax
and with a lawyer's name printed In
The captain opened It,
one corner.
at Emily's suggestion, and was astonished to And that the lnclosure was a
will, dated some years back. In which
Mrs. Mary Thomas, the child's mother,
left to her daughter all her personal
property and also the land in Orham,

Mass., which bad been willed to her
own mother. There was a note
with the will In which Mrs. Thomas
stated that no one save herself had
known of this land, not even her bus

by her

baud. She had not told him because
she feared that, like everything else.
It would be sold and the money wast
cd in dissipation. "He suspected something of the sort," she added, "but he
did not find out the secret, although
he"—
She hnd evidently scratched

what followed, but Captain Cy
mentally filled in the blank with de"If anytails of abuse und cruelty.
thing happens to me," concluded the
widow. "I want the land sold and the
money used for Emily's maintenance
as long as it lasts."
out

The captain went over to Orham and
It was a strip
looked up the Innd.
along the shore, ulmost worthless and
unsalable at present The taxes bad
been regularly paid each year by
Mary Thomas, who sent money orders
from Concord. The self denial represented by these orders was not a little

"Never mind. Bos'n." said Captain
Cy when ho returned from the Orham
trip. "Your ancestral estates ain't
much uow but a sand flea menagerie.
However. If this section ever does get
to be the big summer resort folks are

prophesying for It you may sell out to
some millionaire and you and me'II go
to Europe. Meantime we'll try to keep
afloat if the Harnlss bank don't spring

leak."
On the day following this conversation he took α flying trip to Ostable.

α

the couuty seat, returning the same
evening and say lug uothlng to any one
about bis reasons for going nor what
be bad done while there.
lk>s'u's birthday was the 18th of No
The cuptalu, in spite of the
veuiber
wurutlb of bis struggle for committee
bcnors. determined to have a small
celebration tu the afternoon and even-

ing of that day.

The supper was a brilliant success.
So was the cake, brought In with candles ablaze, by the grinning Georgianua. Toward the end of the meal, when
the hilarity at th.- long table was at
Its height, an unexpected guest made
bis appearance. There was a knock at

dining room door, and Georgianna,
opening it was petrified to behold
the

less a perstanding upon the step
sonage than the Hon. Heman Atkins,
supposed by most of us to be then
somewhere in that wide stretch of territory vaguely termed "the south."
"Good evening, all," said the illusno

trious one, removing hi* silk hat and
"What a
into the room.
charming scene! 1 trust 1 do not In-

stepping
But

Captain Cy

rose

to the occasion

grandly.

"Intrude?" he repeated. "Not a mite
of It! Mighty glad to see you, Heman.
Here, give us your hat. Pull up to the
back?
When did you get
table.
Thought you was In the orange groves

somewheres."

I was. Tes, I was In that
neighborhood. But It is hard to stay
"Ahem!

away from dear old Bayport—home
I came
ties, you koow, home ties.
down on the morning train, but I
over at Harnlss on business
Ahem! Yes. The
ana drove across.
housekeeper Informed me that my
daughter was here, and, seeing the

stopped

lights and hearing the laughter, I could
not resist tn:iking this impromptu calL
I'm sure as an old friend and neighbor,
Cyrus, you will pardon me. Alicia,
darling, come and kiss papa."
Darling Alicia accepted the Invita-

tion with a rustle of silk and un ecDuring this
static squeal of delight.
affecting scene Asaph whispered to
Bailey that he "cal'lated" Heman had
a

hurry

son.

to

up distress signal from Simpwhich sage observation Mr.
replied with a vigorous nod.

Bangs
showing that Captain Cy's example
had bad its effect in that they no
longer stood In such awe of their representative at Washington.

«ν

"▼HAT'S THl ΙΙΑΤΤΒΗ, ΗΪΜΑΝΓ ASK ID
τακ CAPTAIN ANXIOUSLY

CHAPTER X.

EOWKVKlt

tnie Asaph's cnlculatlona m lu Lit bave been. Mr.
in a moment of expanslvenees be told
Johnson that music "affected blm" to
Atklus made do mt'uiion of
such a degree as to agitate his nerves
was
lie
urbanity
politic*!
most painfully, producing alternative Itself
lie drew up to the table, pur
seusatlons of pathetic dejection, so took of tbe Ire cream and cake and
that be was ready to shed tears, and greeted Ids friends and neighbors
of daring resolution, so that be was with
charming benignity.
Inclined to rush Into the thickest ot
"Wau't It sweet of him to come?"
the battle.
whlnpeml Mise Phinney to Keturuh.
"Sir," replied Johnson, "I should "And him so nice aud everyday and
never hear It at all if It made me such
sociable!
And when Cap'n Wblttaa fool."
ker'a runuln' agalnat his friend, as you

No one observed Mr. Atkins for the
When they did turn their
moment
.raze upon the great man be bad sunk
back in his chair, the glass of lemon-

"Did you smell tbe rum on hlm,"
returned Bailey—"on that t'other chap.
I mean? Didn't he look like a reg'lar
And. say. Ase,
no account to you?
didn't be remind you of somebody
you'd seen somewberes—kind of, In a

Βοβ'α looked ahrlnklugly at Mr.
Smith's unshaven cheeks and then at
The tatter's face was
Captain Cy
absolutely devoid of expression. He

merely nodded.
80 Emily kissed

one

of the

bristling

The kiss was returned full
cheeks.
upon the mouth. She wiped her tips
and darted away to her chair by the
tabla
"What's your hurry Τ Inquired the
"Don't I do It right? Been
visitor.
some time since I kissed a girl—a little
one. anyhow," be added, winking at
"Never mind; we'll know
bis boat
each other better by and by."
De looked on in wondering disgust
as

Bos'u said her

"grace."

"What In blazes!" he burst out when
the little blessing was finished. "Who
from
put her up to that? A leftover
the psalm sincere, la it?"
"1 don't know," answered the cap
"I
tain, speaking with deliberation
do know that I like to have her do It
and that she sball do It as long's she's
at

this table."
'Oh! she shall,

heyî

"Ain't

you?"

sick,

The congressman started.
"Oh, no!" he said hurriedly. "Oh,
But I'm afraid I've soiled your
no!
cloth.
It was awkward of me. I—I

really—I apologize—I"—

He wiped bis face with his handkerchief! Captain Cy laughed.
"Oh, never mind the tablecloth," be

I
I
I

I

tne. Well, you've all heard the toast
Here's to you,
Full glasses now.
Drink hearty, all bands, and
Bos'n!
give the ship a good name."
If the heartiness with which they
drank Is a criterion, the good name of
Then the
the ship was established.
assembly adjourned to the sitting
room and—yes, even the front parlor.
Not since the days when that sacred

I

"1 cal'late it's too soiled

to be hurt

by

α

bath,

even

a

lemon

I
I

again?"

a friend, muybe.
the spare bedroom."

exactly

He's up In

1
don't know's his name makes any odds
about gettln' his breakfast for blm."
"Oh!" she sniffed. "Is that the way
you feel? All right! I can mind my
She
thank
own
you."
business,

be."

"Angle." replied Captain Cy solemnI "No. no! You ain't late—early, if
ly, "don't tempt me—don'tl If they I anything. Breakfast ain't quite ready
and
that
Copenhagen
keep on playin'
I yet Come here and set in my lap. I
you stand right alongside of me there's I want to talk to you."
no tellln' wbat'll happen."
I He took her on bis knee 8be looked
Angelina declared that be was "tur- up Into bis face.
rible," but she faced the thi*eatened
luv
ΙΜΜ»»ν·,
* Uttfc 0
danger nevertheless and bravely reso BOber?"
"What makes

j

»
J
LUUIUVU

Π U\.t V

akA
UMV

In the
evening, taking Alicia with him. He
explained that his long railroad Journey had—er—eomewhat fatigued him
and, though be hated to leave such a
—er-deligbtful gathering, he really
felt that under the circumstances his
Mr. Atkins went home

early

departure would be forgiven. Captain
Cy opened the door for blm and stood
watching as, holding bis daughter by
the hand, he marched majestically

down the

path.

"Hum!" mused the captain aloud.

"I guess be has been travelln* nights.
Thought he ought to be here quick, 1
shouldn't wonder. He does look tired,
that's a fact, and kind of pale, seemed
to me."
"Well, there, nowP* exclaimed Mrs
Tripp, who was looking over bis shoulder. "Did you see that?"

What was it?"
when he went to open his
gnte one of them arbor vlty bushes he
set out this spring knocked bis bat off
And he never seemed to notice, but
went right ou. If Llcia hadn't picked
it up that nice new hat would have
"No.

"Why,

layln* there yet That's the most
undignified thing ever I see neman

been

Atkins do
man!"

He must be tired out, poor

The next day Cyrus was fitting at
home conferring with his supporters
There cnme η knock at the door of the
The captain went to
dining room
answer tbe knock.
They beard the
door open, and then a man's voice

I'll explain the Joke."
The captain's reply was calm and deliberate.
"I shouldn't wonder if I understood
It.
I received your letter today from
Concord." he sold. "Come in. Don't"—
The remainder of the sentence was
whispered, and the listeners on the
sofa could not hear It. A moment later
Captain Cy eutered the sitting room,
followed by his caller.
The letter was a stranger. Be was
a broad shouldered uian of medium
height, with u yellowish mustache and
brown hair. He was dressed In rather

shabby clothes, without an overcoat,
and be bad a soft felt bat In his hand.
He carried himself with a swagger,
and after his entrance there was a
perceptible aroma of alcohol In tb«
room.

He stared at the board of strategy
the stare was returned In full
measure.
Bailey and Asaph were
wildly curious. They, of course, con
nected the stranger's arrival with

and

mysterious letter and the captain'*
perturbation of the day.
But their curiosity wae not to be
satisfied, at least not then.
"Ilow are you, gents?" hailed the
newcomer cheerfully. -*Llkc the looks

Changed Color.

1

7

Then, as
with her coat and hood
be always did of late, be kissed her

good by.

—

over

Inside the big box. along its whole
were two lockers, one each

length,

Upon these two of the party
slept at night, while two others slept
In hammocks above them. Billy Farland. the youngest of the boys, was eo

side.

^-"1 rttYt*
DON'T"
'COWΚ IN
"Hi!" culled Mr. Smith from the sit
ting room. "Ain't I in on that? If
there's any kisses poin' 1 want to tnkr
—

band before the deul's over."
"Must IV" whispered Bus η pleading
ly. "Must I. Uncle Cy? I don't want
ta I don't like him."
"I'm
"Come on!" called Mr Smith
gettin' over my bashfulness fust Hur
ry up!"
"Must

kiss him. Uucle Cyrus?"
whispered Bos'n. "Must I?"
"No!" snapped the captuln sharply
Be a
"Trot right along now. dearie
I

Goodby."

good girl

His
He entered the Hitting room.
guest bad found the Sunday bos and
was lighting one of his host's cigars
"Well." he inquired easily, "what's
nest on the bill? Anything guiu' on in

this forsaken hole?"

"There's a barber shop dowu (he
You might go then· fir**t. I
rood.
should say—not that you need it. but
just as a nov«-lty like."

Ιτο

BZ

CONTINUED.]

HAD A HARD SKULL

lu baseball.

Ashenback says thut when he was
managing the Shreveport team of tbe
Southern league some years ago he
had a catcher who could hit some,
but who had the very serious weak-

here I'd never want to be anywhere
foul
ness of not being able to gauge η
else. And not then, maybe, unless you
ball no matter bow easy It was.
was there too."
One day a batter raised a high foul
"Hum! Want to know! Say, Boe'n,
over the plate, and the catchdirectly
how would you fee] if you bad to go
er, mlsjudglug It, was hit squarely on
somewhere else?"
top of the head by the descending
"To live? Have we got to? I'd sphere, which knocked off his mask
If
But
you've and bounded away some thirty feet.
feel dreadful, of coarse.
got to go, Dncle Cyme, why"—
That night Ashenback finished his
"Me?
No; I ain't got to go any- supper early and was passing out of
wheres. But 'twas you I was thinkin' tbe dining room when he happened to
of. Wouldn't want to leave the old walk behind this catcher, v.-ho was deman, hey?"
vouring his evening meal with gusto
and enthusiasm. Stopping at the ta
'To leave you-oh, Uncle Cyrus!"
8he was staring at him now, and ble. Ed passed his hands over the
backstop's head, feeling for the bump
her chin was trembling
would surely be
"Uncle," she demanded, "you ain't which be thought
Haven't I there on mvount of the contact wltb
me
send
away?
to
going
But there
the ball that afternoon.
been a good girl?"
"No wonder,"
no lump to be felt.
was
abut
tight
The captain's lips
"IIow couid there be a
said Ash.
"Hello!" said a voice The pair
bnmp? Your head Is solid bone."
looked up. The man who bad arrived
night atood In the siton the

previous

room

Emily

from

doorway.

aaw

the

Captain Cy'·

atranger and aild
knees. The captain

rose.

FOX HUNTING IN ENGLAND.

It Is More Than a Sport; It I· a 8ort
of Religion.

Id England s|>ort Is not only a rell"Boe'n,'· he said, "till· la Mr.-erIf a man Is α
Smith, who's goto' to make ua a lit- glou; li Is tbe religion.
he need not be anytle vlslL I want you to abake handa good sportsman
thing else. It may seem hyperbolical
with him."
The girl dutifully approached Mr
Smith and extended her hand. He
took It and held It In hla own.
"la thla the"- he began.

Captain Cy bowed assent.

to describe fox bunting as a religion
and tbe fox as a deity, but It is a bare,
Tbe true fox huntbald exactitude.
ing sportsman exhibits all tbe attributes of the devotee, the fanatic, the
martyr. He Is ready to die for his

"Yes." he said, bis eyes fixed on the
faitb. I am sure be would cheerfully
risltor'e face. "Yes. Don't forget what allow himself to be burned alive rath
His
you aald last night"
er than hunt a bag of aniseed.
Smith shook hla head.
friends would cut blm dead If they
"No." be replied. "I ain't the kind suspected him of treason to the pure
His clubs would
that forgets unless It pays pretty well. Ideal of fox hunting.
him. He would be a markThere s some things I've remembered refrigerate

for quite u few year·."
He lookod the child over from bead
to foot, and bis brows drew together in
jta ngiy frown.
"So this Is her, hey?" he muttered

He would be a pariah, an
ed maa.
outcast, a bounder, an outsider.
The power of tbe caste of fox hunters is as formidable as tbe power of
It Is η
tbe various Indian castes.
engine than tbe law, for It Is

mightier
"Humph! Well. I don't driven
by public opinion. Tbe county
know us I'd have guessed It Favors
would ostracize the wretch caught In
the other side of the bouse more—the
the act of violating tbe fox bunting
musingly.

respectable side, I should say. still,
there'· a little brand of the lost sheep
hey—enough to prove property, huh?
Mark of the beast, I s'poae the psalm
MngitT relatione would caJ] It

ρ

,D

Rmm?adn?I°ke

th· «Ptaln. Mr.
Smith atarted. seemed to remember
his
and
maimer
where he
was,

changed.

and

**

me,

honey,be

by the hand be was holding; "Ain't
got a nice kiss for me this One
Don't be sewed. I wont

you

jwrnto·?

the top was a frame supporting
In front, outside, was

tbe driver's seat.

Sober? If you ain't the oldest young
Original Bonehtad.
for eight years I ever saw! Wby.
No. no! Say. Boe'n. do
Ed Ashenback, for many years a
I ain't sober
well as ever?" manager of alitor league teams, in
you like your school as
"Yes. sir. Γ like it better all the bis book, "Humor Among tbe Minors."
claims to be tbe originator of tUe ex
time."
"Do, hey? And that teacher woman pression "bonehoad." which Is now.
wltb its synonymous terms of "solid
-go on likin her?"
The child nodded emphatically. "Yes, ivory," "mahogany bean," "concrete
"And 1 haven't been tome" and "cement skull," so common
sir," she wild

ting

it

tarpaulin.

a

one

"

il

AND HIS l'LT CKOW

Tbe boys
wide and seven feet high.
and tbe teacher made the box themselves. The box had a cover to It, and

w —

kept after since that once
"Sbo, shu' Course you ain't! So
nice as Con
you think Hay port's as
cord, do you?"
"Oh. Iota nicer! If mamma was only

>—ΓΛ

lu M

you

asked

«.«o

an

on

a

"What's his name?"

"What difference does that make?

flounced over to the range.
"I'm kind of our of sorts today," he
said. "Got some headache. Why. his
uame is-ls—yes. 'tis Smith, come to
Funny you
think of It—John Smith.
should guess right wan't it?"
Tbe captain was In tbe dining room

I

they got the running gear of

Next they built a lx>x
wagon.
eleven feet long, six and one-half feet

old

He ate a great
breakfast In silence.
deal and ate it rapidly
Bos'u departed for school when tht
meal was over Captain Cy helped her

been up all night" Then she added
anxious query, "'Taln't Bos'n—she
ain't sick. I hope?"
I say, Geor
She's all right
"No
ginnna, you put on an extry plate thla

apartment had been desecrated by the I
irreverent city boarders, during the
Howes regime bad its walls echoed to I
such whoops and shouts of laughter.
The children played "postofflce" and
"Copenhagen" and "clap In, clap out," I when Bos'u appeared.
she
while the grown folks looked on.
j "Good morning. Uncle Cyrus."
"Ain't they havln' a fine time, cap'n?" I said.
"You've been waiting, haven't
gushed Miss Pblnney. "Don't it make you? Ara I late? i didn't mean to
you wish you was young

Their van was an odd arrangement

First

Well. I reck-

if you'd

Got company for breakfast"
mornln'
The housekeeper was surprised
she
breakfast?"
"For
repeated.
"Land of goodness, who's comln' for
breakfast? I never heard of company
droppln" In for breakfast"
"It's α—α friend of mine. Well, not

Billy Farland and

and

vacation they ever bad. It was a vacation spent traveling through the country in a wagon, like gypsies. Their
teacher. Mr. Rich, went with them.

an

already

said.

Ix>oks to me as

you didn't

are

Fred. Tom

their cousin, Flarry Siegfried, have Just
returned from the happiest summer

you?"

I

"What's the matter, Heman?" asked

the captain anxiously.

A VACATION
IN A WAGON

on""She shall—as long as she's at this
Is thai real plain and under
table.
standnble. or shall I write It dowu?"
There was an icy clearness In the
captain's tone which seemed to freeze
further conversation on the part of Mr
lie merely grunted and ate bis
Smith

"No," replied the captain wearily. "I
I ain't sick. I didn't sleep very well
last night, that's all."
Georglanna looked sharply at blm
cloth
before
the
was
ade
upset upon
Sis face was haggard, and his eyes
him. and he. with a very white face, had dark circles under them.
Richards
at
was
Emllj
staring
; "Humph!" she grunted. "No, 1 guess
Thomas.

of me. do you?"
might say"
KetuAb replied with a dubious
Captain Cy cut off further conver·
Howell—You were the dark horse In
nation.
head.
tbe
■hake
of
the
Τ
Powell
convention, weren't yon
I
"Ase." he said, "thlr-^r—gentleman
"1 think Captain Cyrua la goln' to
—No, I was a blond Jackass. —New
-ve gut »ome bullae— to Ulk
get Into trouble," tbe a%hL Mi'r
York Press.

I

strength."

I beg pardon. Cyrus, but way?"
They walked home in a dazed state,
what is your little friend's name?"
unanswerable questions and
I
asking
Richards
Thayer," replied
"Emily
guesses Bat Asaph'·
profitless
making
enthusithe captnln. carried away by
seemed to sum ap the
final
remark
asm and off his guard for once
situation.
Then he
"To Ein"- began Heman
"There's trouble comln' of this, Baihis
f«»r
time
in
the
first
and
paused
be declared. "And it's trouble for
ley,"
seemed
loss
wordu.
life
at
a
for
public
Cy Whlttuker, I'm afraid Poor old
"What?" he asked. and his hand
Well, we'll stand by him, anyCy!
"I fear I didn't catcb the I how. I don't believe he'll sleep much
•hook.
name."
Didn't look as though be
tonight
"No wonder," laughed Mr. Tlddltt would, did he? Who is that feller?"
·
·
·
"Çy's so crazy tonight he'd forgot his
·
·
·
•
Know what yoo said. Cy?
own name.
I
"Mornln', Georglanna," said Captain
Tou said she was Emily Richards
Cy to his housekeeper as the latter un
She ain't a
Haw! haw!
Thayer:
I
locked the back door of the Wbittaker
Her last name's
Thayer. Heman.
"I'm a little
bouse next morning.
Thomas. She's Emily Richards ThayabVud of you this time."
Her
grund
er's granddaughter, though
Miss Taylor, being Bayport born and
dad was .lohu Thayer, over to Orham
bred, was an early riser.
Well, what of It,
Good land. I forgot!
"Land sakes!" she exclaimed "I
Cy? Twould have to be known some should say you was!
What In the
time."
world got you up so early? Ain't sick,
then
looked
at
one
Cy
Captain
Every
are

"Is this Cap'n Whittakcr?"
was the short answer.
"Well, cap'n. I guess you don't know
me. though maybe you know some of
my family. Ha. ha! Don't understand
that, hey?
Well, you let me in and

Ν»

"If tha

to Miss-

"Yes."

ter. and at all seasons of the year It
Indulges In violent fluctuations. It is
by no meaus uncommon In December
to wake up with the thermometer registering about 20 degrees and to find

How Musio Affected Boewell.
Boswell had a good deal more feel·
Ing for music than Dr. Johnson and
suffered at his master's bands. Once

"Well!" exclaimed Asaph.

Who was
ain't the strangest thing!
Where'd be come from?
that feller?
Did you notice bow Cy acted? Seemed to be holdln' himsel/ In by main

up his band
"Pardon me Just a moment. Cyrus.
"I feel that
If you please," be enid
on this happy occasion It Is my duty
"
He
and pleasure to propose a toast
"Perheld his lemonade glass aloft.
mit me," he proclaimed, "to wish
many happy birthdays nnd king life

asked:

Mcdrid's Fearful Climat·.
Madrid is afflicted with the most
changeable climate of any European
capital. The temperature varies from
as much as 107 degrees in the summer
to as little as 10 degrees In the win-

—London Chronicle.

and looked at eacb other.

dered Captain Cy. but Mr. Atkins held

little less than miraculous.—New
York American.

It mount to more than 00 degrees by
Some years ago an
the afternoon.
oscillation of 37 degrees was registered
No wonder, therefore,
in one day.
that lung troubles are far more prevalent in Madrid than In 8L Petersburg.

anyhow. See you tomorrer, Cy."
Outside and at the gate tbey stopped

D. App!eton Ο Co

preached to Bailey more "n a Uttl·
about keepln' clear, but be won't"
"Games Id t'other room now," or-

are

Bigeloi

JIWKLBT.

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

The Hen'· Formal Introduction of Her
Brood to the World.

~

βββ·» 'WATCIBi,

over.

PUCE

PEAFOWL ETIQUEnE

"Anglo-Dutch," plnce

"Indian blood." For not all our solid
folk are come from John Davenport or
Priscilla Alden. If we are to judge of
those days by the same excresceuces
that so many apply to their judgment of
modern New England, then those early
If
comers were wretched folk indeed.
ancestor* for
«re are to reverence those
aught, it is for this—that, mistits at
home, they made themselves here fit. It
is their descendants who have made
America; it is their descendante who
make to day the mass of the God-fearing
people of our New Eogland country.
And now to that cherished wail:
"The best blood has been drained from
these hills." I have here, I repeat, no
statistics to offer—only the firmly-impressed conviction of a farmer and
teacher among the granite hills, and
what I hold to be the true reasoning
from what we premise. I have found
the New Eoglander
kindly, shrewd,
hard working, intelligent, with a love of
his home and family. I have found the
sons and daughters of him, who have
come under my care from one of the
most "depleted regions" of all New
England, extraordinarily eager to learn,

It is true, I believe, that in our couula ctlcct to April loth. Inclusive.
try, if in a loss degree than in our cities,
Sttoad Cta.s Colonist Fare from SOUT 4 tbe churches fail of their due patronage,
•ΆΚΙΗ. MK„ to
(n itaelf tbe discussion of this problem is
Vancouver. Victoria,
beyond me. But, if we are fair, because
2?'·°°.
)
*S»tndnMer. Β C.
( *·η s | of hia theaters, his sports, hia magazines
Sp„kane. Tacoma, Wash,
φΟ«.1' } and papers, to excuse tbe city man for
Jwtt't·,
Portland. Oreg.
hia neglect, what aball we aay of hia
Jan yranct«co, I ue Angeles
Cal
5 country fellow, with hia phonograph, his
5·
«•ilcotlty. Mexico.
rod and gun, his magazine· and papers,
Low rate* tu
so
many other points.
and, above all, hia téléphoné, which
TOURIST SLEEPING OAR
largely does away with tbe oid incentive
Montre d for Chicago on Monday '* to meet neighbors at tbe church? If tbii
J^ave·
IlertJ
*»ln»da*s aod Fridays st 10 JO r. M
they dislike responsibility—the necessity
is degeneracy It is well-nigh universal.
for accommodation of passengers hol<
•jaUaUfc
Either they will not
*4ηι' second class tickets on pa ν ment >f
True, also, that many of tbe old aqad- for forethought
LA..
•oeieaj charge. Connection made with trail '·
which have failed to adapt them- assume it, and are morally lazy, or tbej
emies,
car· of similar style at Chicago,
aa high cannot, and are weak; or they fall in it,
ror further
selves to modern standards
Information apply to Ueo- t
tb· itinerant and are unfit. The tiller, or ratbei
A*ent, υ. T. Ry.. South Paris, He., ir achools, have died, aa died
^jwaa.
tbe loai miner, of a virgin aoil in the West lacki
««her representative of the Company.
maater of earlier days. Sad aa
aentimentally crué! the moral propulsion of neoessity thai
may be in instance·,
after
all, ι comes to the eastern farmer. In cropis this,
aa it often aeems,
it la tbe re ping a soil of seemingly inexhaustible
Largely
of
degeneracy?
sign
s< richness he takes no thought for thai
15 vean expert Watcl ι- suit of tranaportaUoo improvement;
soil—witness the common praotlce ol
it is the result of iotetligen
too
largely
with
»,
maker
bard burning straw and cornstalks, cf destroy
centralisation and standardization ;
Kennard 4 Co., Boatoi
lesa than a mark οι log or burying dung. In so far as h<
ly, then, anything
consciously or nnoonsoiously thus oasti
progress.
the world began off the weight of responsible forethought
Never, I think, sinoe
All Work
been ao com be ia morally the inferior of the eastern
baa the record of crimes
farmer. All this in a relative sense]
aa to-day
Quaraatced.
public
so
copiously
plete,
and police admit. Only because too often thesi
The total of capital crimes
ia as deserters are regarded and regard them
A lit» le out of the w; IV court punishments in America world selves aa
bright red drops of "our heel
visitor from another
▲
tounding.
bat it pays to walk.
r ι blood," do I make the point.
givea in the dall;
perceiving the space
wel 11
We honor oar anoeetors of New Kng
to crime, might
CLOCB β record of oor III·
lud beoause ia a rugged land they over
a nation of Ioom-Uyw·

REDUCED

I know you're good enough
friends of mine not to mind If I ask
yoif to clear out You'll understand—
you will understand, boys, won't you?
be added almost entrestlngly.
"Sartln sure!" replied Mr. Tidditt,
rising hurriedly. "Don't say another
the
And
mystified
Whit"·
word.
Bangs concurred with a "Tes, yeswhy. of course! Didn't bare nothln'
that amounts to notbln' to stay for

CY WHTTTAKER'S

the obstacle· of natar·. In that
robber·, murderers. Nor would he eel came
they became strong and begat
apart the people of rural New England I cooqueat
Tel strong stock. It is, then, oat of reason
M exemplars of the better sort.
to dishonor in thought and speech those
we know that hi· conclusions would bt
overcrimc men and women who to-day still
that
know
We
untrue.
utterly
and
is on come those same obetsoles of soil
disease,
like
us,
physic·!
among
who overcome the greater diffithe wane; we know that, despite the climate,
of a vast and fostered competiyearly increasing total of expenditure culties
environment immensely
for liquors, despite the revelation oi tion, of a social
shall hold that they and
sordid conditions in Maine and other oomplex. Who
are degenerate?—'T. H.
prohibition state*, the habit of hard their children
has Eaton in Country Gentleman.
drinking—concomitant of crime
not the standing, not the prevalence,
—

MAINS.

SoS«At,
lS-qto«.
,St« Hour»—910

Democrat.

Oxford

His career would be ended.
Never more could be bold up his bead.
He would be a leper. Tbe taint of

code.

aniseed would bang aboqt blm for
ever.—James Douglass In London
Leader.
"Ton

you?"

A Human
approve

Tendency.

of

economy,

dont

"Tee," replied 8§nator Sorghum;
"only too many of us are apt to economize on tbe cigars we hnnd our
friends Instead of those we amoke oar-

selves."—Washington

Star.

small they put him upon tbe floor of
the van to sleep. Toward the top of

the big wagon box were eight email
lockers, four each side, some to contain clothing, others food and cupe,
Their
pans, knives, forks aud spoons.

water palls and kerosene can were
slung underneath the wagon. They
also took with them a small oil stove
on wblcb to do their cooking on rainy

days.

On top of tbe van, underneath the
On

tarpaulin, they carried a tent.
pleasant nights they pitched this

upon
tbe grass, and some of them slept in it
They liked that better than tbe bunks
In tbe van.

One day little Billy was driving tbe
wagon slowly on ahead, and the other
boys and Mr. Rich were walking
Tom Farland
awhile for exercise.

something black fluttering at the
roadside. It was a young crow with
It could not get away
a broken wing.
and was In great distress. Quick oa a
wink Master Tom ellpped up and
saw

threw bis bat over It and made It a

prisoner.
Mr. Iticb told tbe boys bow to bind
the poor bird's wing so It would recorn
cover: then the boys fed It some
and bread. It would not eat at first.
It was so scared, but Tom took It
along with blm in an empty pasteboard box which bad ventilating holes
At length the crow
cut In the sides.

became «ο hungry It hud to eat, and
after that tumlm: It was easy for Torn.
He named it Teddy, and it became so
familiar that It would hop upon his
shoulder and eat from his hand,
though now und then It would give
It
him a sharp pinch with Its beak
would follow him wherever he went,

and funny enough was the sight of
Tom walking along tbe read with the
black, saucy bird stalking along l>ehind him and turning Its Inquisitive
When Tom
eye this way and that.
said "Teddy, Teddy," the crow hopped
to

blm immediately.

WHITE DEER SKIMS.
Patted About at Banknote» at
One Timo In China.
Iu China, the first country lu tLie
world orbited with uslug banknote*,
certain b^ius were so valuable ibat

They

they

were

accepted

as

cash aud passed

from hand to baud lu the same way
as banknotes are at the present day.
The negotiability of these skins arose

thus:
The Euj|»eror Ou Ti. being in waut
of money, gave his treasurer to under
stand that such a state of affaire
must not continue. At that time IC
was customary for princes and courtiers on entering the royal presence to
cover their faces with u piece of skin.
Taking advantage of this custom, the
treasurer ordered a decree to be issued

forbidding the use of any other skins
for this purpose except those of a certain white deer in the royal park*.
Immediately there was a demand for
pieces of these skins, which, being η
monopoly, were sold at a high price
The
and the royal coffers refilled.
steady value of the skins thus secured
made them readily pass and acceptable
as an equivalent of coin of the realm.
In the Russian seal fisheries of Alaska the workmen *vere formerly pnld In

the currency stamped on squares of
walrus hide.—London Tit-Bits.
A Stenographer*· Stumble.
A judge in one of our middle west
states advertised for a stenographer
with experience In legal work. A number of applicants called at bis office

for the purpose of making application
for the position. Each applicant wan

trial to test her speed, accuAmong the applicants was
a young lady whose anxiety to make

given

a

racy, etc.

good showing evidently unnerved
The judge dictated to her a few
sentences In legal language, one of
which was, "That would giro him
time to complete the devastation of the
a

her.

assets." The sentence as transcribed
by the young lady on the typewrltec
read as follows: "That would give him
time to complete the devil's station
Although much
hatchet"
with a
amused at her ludicrous blunder, the

her to go away without telling her of her mistake.—Case

Judge permitted
and Comment

She Oxford femocrat,
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All legal advertisements
Adti KTiSKMum :
are <1τβη three coaseetlve Insertion· for tUO
per Inch la length of column. Special contracta
ma·le with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er».

New type, faat presses, electric
Jo· 1'anrriMO
pownr. experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make thl· department of oar bullae·
complete and popular.
■
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Foster's Clothing Opening
New House Oresses and Waists.
l*lu*i> Robes.
Automobiles— A. W. Walker A Son
Spil ling Raso Ball (joods.
Spr ng Opening.

Bankruptcy Notice
Tour Eye».

Executor*» Sale.
for Sale.
Don't Re R»lil.
Why He·»!'ate?
Are You Deaf?
No More Dandruff.

Employer'* Liability Assurance Corporation.
Hatching Egg» for Sale.
H»gl»tere·! Uolstcln Bull Calf for Sale.

Finally Adjourns.
Although adjournment of the legislature had bwn predicted for an early day

in the week, so many important matter·
were remaining for final action that the
session strung along day after day, and a
great amount of oratory has been turned
oat on the several measures considered,
l'art of the time has been devoted to
talking politics, without too close attention to the matter supposed to be under consideration. Final adjournment

reached Friday night.

geseral,

without

going closely

into

details, it m.ty be said that the session
has been characterized by the large number of important matters which have
failed of a passage, either being referred
to the next legislature or indefinitely
postponed. Io the early part of the

session, a number of these measures
were considered sure of a passage.
In one respect the Democratic majority fully carried out its campaign
pr>rai*eM. It repealed the Sturgis law,
ab dished the liquor agencies, and resubmitted the prohibitory amendment.
Also, it in general practiced economy
It
—sometimes very close economy
pared the appropriations for roads, hospitals and schools. It referred to the
next legislature quite a bunch of admittedly just claims against the state, on
the ground that the present financial
condition of the state does not warrant
their payment. It abolished two or
three minor state offices, including that
The prepof auditor of state printing.
aration of specifications for printing
bids, and the auditing of the bills, will
hereafter be done in the office of the
state auditor, and unless there is some
one there who has a fair knowledge of
the technicalities of prioting, there will
be trouble and confusion that is likely
to cost the state more than tbe salary of
the abolished auditor of printing.
Qoveruor Plaisted sent down two more
vetoes—one of the act allowing people
to be committed to the insane hospital
on their own application, which he said
would in effect make private hospitals of
tbe already over-crowded insane hospitals of tbe state; the other tbe act
legalizing fish and game farming, which
he said would, under certain conditions,
h establish private fish and game preserves
1 of unlimited extent, contrary to the set
I tied policy of tbe state as to its fish and
1 game. Both vetoes were sustained.
■
As to the tinkering of tbe statutes in
'various ways, it will take some time to
tbe changes. It is
r- find out about all
bat just to the legislature to say that it
a
down
U has turned
large amount of tbe
tinkering. The fish and game
iws have been done over by special acts
I to an extent even greater than naual.
I The fishing in numerous Oxford County
are so many
I waters is affected, and there
of those laws that it will probably be
necessary to wait for tbe publication of
the revised laws before sportsmen can

[

Eropo*ed

tell where th«v

are

|H. H. Cushman of

at.

acquiesced.

extendThe close time on caribou
ed six years, but the bill for a four years'
close time on bull moose was defeated.
October 12 was made a legal holiday,
to be known as "Columbus Day," but
Longfellow Day was not made a holiday.
An automobile law was passed, providing for an annual regietraiion fee of
five dollars and upward, according to
horse power, and the same fees for foreign automobiles which have been operated in the state thirty days or more.
This act increases the legal rate of speed
from fifteen and eight miles to twentyfive and ten miles, and makes numerous
other changes in the law.
There were received in both houses a
ictal of 098 bills and ;|52 resolve·, a total
of 1060. Of these 500 acta and 220 resolves were passed and signed by the
the
governor, and 101 were referred to
next legislature.
The appropriations for 1911 smonnt to
$4,705 410.93, and for 1912 to *4,061,039.95, a total of *8,707,050 88.

Th

'Tuesday

I

c^reet
Sumner Edwards, son of the late A.
of damp snow WedM. Edwards, goes to Hebron this next
nesday night, but if each crow found au term to teach, also to train the "track
extra dead grasshopper or cricket where
the ground began to show up, be will
Wm. Mann of Weetbrook le to
get along nicely nntil It gets bare again. assist the pastor of the Congregations
Robins and perhaps other kinds of birds
Rev. W. C. Curtis, In spec.sl
sometime· perish from cold and hunger, Lenten
service·, beginning Sunday mornbut a crow, never, he 1a too cunning foi
that.
I Mrs. Helen Bisbee Packard of Camden
The sneak thieves are still alive and al has been
spending tbe week with her
and
stole
chickens
last
year they
It;
mother, Mrs. Fannie Bisbee Lovej >y.
strawberries at Sonth Bethel, and non I Miss L M. Stearns lias returned from
they seem to have selected a new field. Boston and will hold her millinery ορθοTown meeting day Frank Brooks had
ing Apr. 6th and 7th, and will also show
seven bent stolen from his barn, and tht I
a new line of fancy good·.
other day while Joseph Cummings and
wife were absent from home, ten heçt j
middle intervals.
and a rooster were carried off In the
Orlando Buck is at home now, having
no
doubt
whe
is
aa
to
There
same way.
finished his job in Grafton.
the culprits are, but no arrests have yol
The Maple and Pine Farm house
been made for want of further proof.
caught tire on the 29 h lust, and but for
Marshal
The selectmen have hired
the timely help of Mr. Buck It would
Whitman and wife to run the town farm
have burned down. Reworked bard to
the present year. Alon Cole, who was
put It out and save the
j
on the place last year, has not yet locateured, and the agent lias boen notified
ed. Πί· family are with his wife's

I
I

Greenwood.

Six inches

more

I

118Rev
I

\Thnrcb,
I

grees.
Mr. A. E. George and Mr. Codwell
have exchanged places and will move
Mr. and Mrs. George's many
soon.
frieqds this way will be pleased to have
them nearer.
We are sorry to learn of the serious
illness of G. W. Cusbman of Auburn.
Mr. Cusbman did a great deal of mason
work In tbie place last fall, but was
obliged to leave before through on account of rheumatism. He has done
some work since then but was taken
ill a few days ago.
Mrs. J. C. Donbam and Master Drew
Thompson Stearns have been in Auburn
two days this week. Thursday was the
Olet birthday of Mrs. Donliam's father,
Mr. Drew Thompson, and they went
down to the family gathering.
So far this has been a very poor season
from Mrs. M. J.
|
Annie Grey, our girl, says she bas a bad for syrup making.
Wa ο pa indnhtoH in α friATlf) ΠΠ fchft
throat trouble, and the scarlet fever Is In
I the school at Yonkers, Ν. Y.
editorial staff of the Boston Transcript
Why don't people prefer to live in the for a copy of that paper containing a
country where the air Is pure ιind the notice of the death in Lancaster, Ν. H.,
song of birds and rattle of cow bells will op the 22J inst., of Robert Carr DunI cheer them?
bam, who was a native of Hebron and a
...
Mr. Chase is laid up with the prevall- great grandson of Dea. Wm. Barrows,
the founder of Hebron Academy. Mr.
nd Kimball aie making maple Dunham was a graduate of the academy
|
and a classmate of Ex-Governor Long
sweet
Π. Powers is helping them.
Raining the 29th inst., and sap is aud Hon. Eugenfe Hale. After learning
the printer's trade at Norway be worked
dropping.
in various newspaper office·, and about
Summer is near and we are glad.
Oar little Blanche, 8 years of age, often I860 went to Boston, and for several
gays to the writer, "Your mother has years was engaged in setting type for the
been talking to me," and telle me what Transcript. Afterwards he entered the
she says, and words that could come to editorial department as private secreher in no other way. As children are tary and assistant to the late Daniel
the nearest to heaven of any people, N. Haskell, the editor. Mr. Dunham
might it not be true that they talk with established the Boston Sunday Times
the angels, or ministering spirits are and later the Boston Evening Times. He
was also connected
with the publishing
sent to them on errands of good?
We were glad to see a beautiful poem houses of J. R. Osgood & Co., and
published from Georgia Bisbee, once a Houghton, Mifflin & Co. In 1895 be bepupil of the writer, and whose scholar- came assistant editor of Among the
ship and deportment was ever the best. Clouds. Since the burning of the SumWe occasionally read of the death of mit House on Mt. Washington he has
pupils of younger years, while their old lived in Lancaster, and baa been an
teacher still survives and never feels old. editorial contributor to the Coos Co.
W. A. Bragg, agent of the Grand Union Democrat. Mr. Dunham was a brother
Tea Co., was here on his usual monthly of the late Dr. J. C. Dnnham of this
trip recently. He and several of his sis- place, and bas one brother living, E. S.
ters and brothers were our loved pupils Dunham, who now occupies the family
in the sixties. His father and mother home here, built by Dea. Wm. Barrows.
rest in the little cemetery near the old Mr. Dunham was in his 71st year.
home in Erro), X. H., where they all
Locke'* Mills.
lived at the time above referred to.
Don Tebbets has been very sick with
They were a genial, kind-hearted family.
Surely, something bright is looking up the grippe, but is on the gain now.
Mr. L. C. Trask is on the sick list.
through the past. Whenever we meet
Miss Florence Littlefleld is the guest
an old pupil it gives joy and pleasant
of Mrs. Dr. Elliot of Berwick.
recollections of former days.
Mr. Warrington Bartlett of Idaho,
who haa been visiting bis brother,
West Bethel.
Charles Bartlett, returned to his western
"Wake up, robin redbreast, wake up I
home last week.
And plue your silvery eon χ ;
We sboufd like to bear your note again—
Mrs. Charles Parnbam was called to
The winter baa been long."
Norway Wednesday by the illness of her
Mit.
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Knight.
"Let the panales and the llllei awake, for spring
Knight died Thursday morning, and
le near,
And the β tarry-eyed houstonla be flrot their song funeral services were held at the church

I

bu'IdmKe-..n

Frank Morgan, who was operated on
last week, as reported, 1a doing well and
is now here on a visit. He intends to resume work next week.
While Will Farr was at work in Em
mons' steam mill ho got bis hand too
near the saw teeth, badly injuring three
of bis fingers, one of which it was
thought would have to be amputated.
Alon Cole procured Ε. Η Morgan's team
to take the man to West Paris to have
his hand dressed, and when within about
a mile of the village the horse dropped
dead in the road. They were obliged to
go the remainder of the way on foot, but
how they got borne the 'phone has nut
vcu.

peace and happiness. They were both
born and reared in town, and have lived
nearly all their years near the places of
their births. Their children consist of
two sons, both married, the oldest, Newton Α., who has always lived at home
aud has three children, a eon and two
daughters, and Fred, who lives in Tortland, but no offspring to call him father.
The fuueral was at the home of the deceased, only a few attending on account
Several relatives
of the bad traveling.
in Woodstock were unable to get there.
She was burled in the family cemetery
near by, and that wu about the only
thing that favored the occasion. Mrs.
Bryant became a Christian many years
ago, joined the Methodist society and always lived up to her profession. She
never engaged in idle goeaip, and it is
said she never waa known to speak ill of
any person. It was seldom that she
went out on a visit, her duty as she
claimed, calling her at home to attend to
the requirements of her own little family.

Norway Lake.
Agnea Billings is at home for

few
weeks. She intends to go to the mountains again for the season.
Mrs. Will Flood and son Verne and
Misa Grace Flood have gone to Farmington for a few days.
Dr. C. A. Stephens and wife are expected home very soon to open their
house again.
The blacksmith, A. D. Kilgore, has
been sick a week or more.
Mrs. John Wood has been on the sick
list for a day or two.
Dr. E. J. Noyes of Lovell came to J.
L. Partridge's the evening of the 29th.
Alton Frost and Elden Hall came
home from Portland the 25th and returned the 27(h.
A. O. Bartlett and wife are about moving back to their farm.
Mr. Β. T. Dunn and family bave moved into tbe honse bought of S. A. Stevens last summer.
Mra. Frank Wood and little daughter
Constance are visiting at J. S. Smith's.
Mrs. W. U. Kilgore is improving.
Sparrows and bluebirds were first
seen and heard March 2β, and robins
Last year tbe robins and
March 28.
bluebird· were here March 14.
According to report the wild geese
have been dying—north I suppoee—all
winter. They must have met with an
a

icy reception.

A thunder shower the night o( the
29th and 30th.
Mm. J. L. Partridge ia improving very

slowly.

Dickvale.
Henry H. Andrews, who ha· been

a

sufferer from tuberculosis for over a
year, passed away March 27, aged 56.
Spring ia at hand. Early birds and
young lambs are on tbe programme.
D. A. and Ε. B. Fletcher and R. S.

Abetter

I

K®rwln^i

Stevens™

1

I

to hear I
For winter's band·

raindrops fall,

are

With soft, melodious
and all."

Allen

Walker

broken,

and

music; let
has

us

the blessed
listen,

employment

one

m

with hi· parenta over Sunday.
Mr. Arthur Lowell waa taken to the
Central Maine Hospital in Lewlaton
Monday by Dr. Heald for an operation
for appendloltlaand la reposed aa doing
well at thla time.
Mr. and Mr·. W. M. Richer «pent Sanday and Monday with Mr. Bloher'a mother In 8ahattoa.
Mr·. Ada Shaw and MI m Helen arrived
borne Tneaday from Melrose, where
Mrs. Shaw and her mother have been
ainoe Chrlatmaa. Mra. Tattle will return later.
Mr. A. 8. Holland returned Tueaday
from Phillip·, Me., where be haa been
doing inside work on the new hou«e of
Mr. 0. H. Hersey.
Mra. Joaie Drummond of Watervllle la
with her parenta, Mr. and Mra. C. H.

Prinoe.

Mr. C. C. Wltbington and daughter
Clara returned Tueaday night from a

trip through

the Now

England

ata'ea.

Mr. Lowell Bonney waa the guest of
Mra. F, M. Lamb Wednesday ana Thurs-

day.
Buokfleld,

Saturday.

hryeourg.
Included In a lot of second-hand book·
retailed at public vendue in Boston on

March 16 was a copy of the pamphlet entitled "The Centennial Celebration of the
Settlement of Fryeburg, Me., with the
Samuel
Historical Address, by Rev.
The
Souther, of Worcester, Mass."
Mr.
from
copy was a presentation oopy
Souther to Josbua Coffin, and had, on
Mr.
the outside of the front cover,

Souther's autograph inscription, "Joshua
Coffin, Esq., with the respects of S. S."
Mr. Cuffln was of Newbury, Mass., and
was an antiquarian and historian, one of
the books of which he was the author
being 4,A History of Newbury, Newburyport and West Newbury from 1635 to
1845" (Boston, 1845). He was the poet
Whittier's first school-teacher and his
lifelong friend, and it was to bim that

Whittier's poem entitled "To My Old
Schoolmaster" was addressed. In Wliittier's works he prefaoes this poem to hie
old friend Coffin with the following
words: "These lines were addressed to

friend Joshua Coffin, teacher,
historian, and antiquarian. He was one
of the twelve persons who with William
Lloyd Qarrison formed the first antislavery society in New England." Mr.
Coffin died on June 24, 1864—the same
year, by the way, in which Mr. Souther
is supposed to have passed from earth
(chough his fate was never definitely determined, be never having been beard
from on or after the second day of tho
Battle of the Wilderness, May 6, 1864, in
which battle, as lit Sergeant of Co. Β of
the 57tb Massachusetts legimont, be
participated)—and Whittier wrote a
seven-line poetic epitaph for his tombstone. A picture of Mr. Coffin is given
Pickard's
on page 31 of Samuel T.
"Whittier-Land." Notwithstanding the
fact that Mr. Souther's autograph inscription on the copy of the above-menat
tioned pamphlet which was sold
auction might bave been expected to give
the copy a factitious value, yet it does
not appear to have done so, for the copy
brought only 371-2 cents. It should be
stated, however, that the printed catalogue of the books sold made no mention
of the fact that the pamphlet was a gift
from Mr. Souther and bad bis autograph
inscription. A picture of Mr. Souther
is on the page (unnumbered) facing page
64 of Capt. John Anderson's History of
the 57th Massachusetts Regiment.
my

worthy

North Buckfleld.

Josephine Rlcker and little
daughter, Margaret, of Hartford, are
spending the week with her mother, Mrs.
Mrs.

Wilson's Mills.

Mrs. Arthur McGibbon is very sick
with the measles.
Mrs. Lewis Hodgdon and son Pernald
are visiting at the Dam.
Mamie Grant and Albert Kelly were in
Colebrook the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ordway of Msdison have
returned to the Dam.
Bertha Wilson and Blwyn Storey, who
have been visiting in Norway, bsve retained home.
Geo. Nason has bought the Meadows
Camp and has a orew of oarpenters at
work tearing down and rebuilding.
Mr. sod Mrs. Arthur Belongj have
She will be in the
one to Montres!.
oapltal there for treatment.

ÏSît '£d
know,

we

we

w

£Kîw«*

,

Mrs. Ella S. Heald is again occupying
her residence after spending the winter
5umner.
with her sister, Mrs. A. D. Park, at
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Dyer were called to
South Paris.
Amesbury, Mass., Wednesday on account
The grange supper and social on Wed- uf the serious illness of their son Aunesday evening was well attended and brey. His many friends wish him a
very successful. Tbe grange is con- κ peed y recovery.
templating an addition to Its hall this
Alvan 8. Robinson got a woodchuck
season and some of tbe timber la already last week.
ou the spot.
Willie Bowker Is ill with the grippe.
It is said that Rev. E. A. Davia of
0. W. Spaulding recently sola λ calf to
South Paris is to deliver tbe address on E. L. Russell.
Memorial Day at West Sumner.
Ellen Poland is spending a few days
Mrs. Alice W. Snell, wife of Dr. Frank with her son and
family, Llewellyn PoW. Snell of Dennysvllle, has been visit- land.
ing relatives at East Sumner and vloinity,
The cream collector was unable to
and with her daughter, Hattie H., la make his
trip Friday, Mar. 24tb. The
Dr. first
now visiting Boston a few days.
trip he has missed this winter.
future
some
at
Snell Is contemplating
Arthur Bosworth of Hartford Is work"
time to remove to South Paris, where be
ing for John Llbby.
has purchased a residence. He is a naMr. and Mrs. Arthur Bonney and
tive of Oxford Count* where his early
daughter Velma visited at O. W. Spauld-

days

were

spent, and where pleaaant ing's Sunday.

memories are cherished.
Wm. Crockett ia In poor health.
We admire Governor Plaisted's ideas
The grange sale and supper was postof better state economy, but think that
poned until Wednesday on aoconnt
other state appropriations might better the weather and bad traveling.
than
that
for
the
been cut down
crippled
and measles are in town.

ofj

children's support.
more

Waa there

despotic subserviency

ever a

to a leader

Mumps

New,

our

cash register and many other im, d'eakg
^ ^ughi with the idea of quality,
price. Tou'U find here only the
recent sale and everything in
our
went in
can't buy anything out of style here,
y
given us unusual capacity to serve you

law patronage, ■«cause

»

belies

w.

shall deserve it.

RAIN COATS.
Convertible collar rain

coats made in the right way.
for
turn lip for storm and down

that

Plain business
comfort when the storm stops.
models.
coats

Better have

look

a

at

the

new

$10.00 to $18.00.

MEN'S TOP COATS
in Oxford gray shades, the correct

As usual we

thing

strongly

for

spring evenings.

feature

HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX CLOTHES.
tell you why. The fabric is always all wool ;
with
is sewed with silk. An absolute guarantee goes

We want
every

seam

to

every suit.

style, your fît, your fabric in a new spring
whepe everything else is of the same high quality.
Your

here,

suit is

Copyright Hart Schaffner te M m*

Copyright Hart Schaffner & Man

Boys'
Clothing.

Spring
Hats.

The

showing is large
requirements.

and fill·»

all hat
Foremost are the new Stetsons.
Among which are hats for every

occasion.
Here are the new C. & K.
Derbies for $3.00, as well as other

makes of Derbies.
Here are soft hats in Telescopes,
Alpines, Tourists and other effects. All new.

good

Men's

Fancy

Trousers.

Overshirts.

All bought within the last lew
New patterns made from this
weeks
cassiseason's choicest worsteds,
ages and sizes.
c!oths in a fine
Every shirt is a new spiing patThe newest the markets afford, meres and Scotch
White shirts, dark '.lue,
intern.
of
assortment
of
nobby patterns
all nicely and tastefully made
and a large variety of
checks
effective
green,
stripes,
cluding
the best fabrics.
novel effects.
stripes and checks, wit!) neck
Suits that will give satisfaction and other
are
bands,
that
Trousers
50c. and $1. White and
expertly
for a long time. Here as everycoat shirts in two grades
colored
of
fit
men
and
will
tailored
every
where else in the store, you find
and $(.50.
$i
build.
new.

Nobby

new

suits for

boys

of all

everything

store and see for yourself what we have been doing
We invite you to visit our new
We want you to feel that this store is for you. We have
while we were out of business.
in mind, for our interests are mutual.
made every improvement with that

H. B. Foster,

°lothœee

Norway,

Maine.

PLUSH ROBES.

$1.75 and $3.00

....
Single, plain green plush robes,
black
and
plush robes,
)ouble, plain green
rancy double plush robes,

ffy spring line is

in and I

can save

Malm

St..

3.00 to

you money on

James N. Favor,
91

2.50 and

3.00
10.00

plush robes.

PROF. OF THI TUOKBR
HARNf88 «TORI.

Norway, Main·.

DRESSES AND WAISTS

Our ready-made department affords you a large range of
selections. We now have the best line of house-dr» ε 3 fnd
colors
wrappers that we have ever shown, and the styles and
β
have
We also
are such that they cannot fail to please you.
selected
havo
We
very desirable line of skirts and waists.
only those styles that have received the stamp of fashion'
Quality and workmanship have been given

approval..
thoughtful consideration.

HOUSE DRESSES.

V. lis! '· P'n"
DRESS of pale pink gingham with hamburg collar and cuiï..
75.
io
Trice
white.
#2
tucked and ban pleat down front piped
DKESS of plain linen colored percale, with bamburg collar and c< r<< *'■'·'
for
DRESS of blue and white checked giogbam, with bias band of j un blue
?!■'>·
:ollar and trimming. Also brown and white and black and white.
cu
with neat blaok
DRESS of white
bamburg coli >r and

Denmark.

Mr. Elmer W. Berry is laid up with ing.
About tblrty-five met with Mrs. J. M.
vrry sore eyes.
A little stranger arrived at the home Millett recently to see what could be
of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Sanborn the done about forming a Loyal Temperance
first of this week in the shape of a Legion. No definite plans were made,
but another meeting will be held in two
bouncing baby.
Much sickness prevails In this section. weeks.
Helen Heald baa been vlaiting her
East Sumner.
friend, Nina Churchill, in Auburn.

Norway

to

merchandise^ treasonable

Mrs. Abbie Jones is still living, but the 26th.
growing weaker eaoli day.
Hamilton R. Keene of South Paris is
visiting his brother, Calvin Keene.

mark Lodge, No. 60,1. Ο. O. P., worked Sumner recently.
Mrs. Emily Biokneli still remains In
the initiatory degree upon six candidates. This makes eleven whioh have very poor health.
The recent thaw raised the water so
joined since Feb. 1st, 1911, and more to that
Heald Bros, have commenced sawcome.

present

!

SSffii Ï? C5

be£ bu£

For weeks worsen have
rebuilt. New steel ceiling and walls, ne
We have installed new fnU iength show
provements. Most of our
And by quality we have in mind seme
latest and best styles. All of our ίο1™
that m
our store is new. Thinkwhat

Dre. At wood and Wheeler performed
surgical operation on Mrs. Fred Scott,

Welchvlli·.
than that of the democratic legislators
Mr. and Mrs. Phllbrook are visiting at
to Pattangali?
Some of the medicine administered by J. F. Fuller's.
Seth Ames la gaining.
AltMny.
Dr. Patt needed «little honey to relieve
Mrs. Tennie King la very alok with the
About eight Inches of snow fell Wed- that taste in the month. "Oh, yes, we
g
all
rollsnow
orow
out
the
eat
can
right."
nesday night, bringing
Master Harry Fuller is spending a few
ers onoe more.
But Waterford.
days with J. v. Hunting.
Mrs. Belle McNslly sod children have
School at Welohville began laat MonClayton S. MclnUre went to Angnsta
gone to Massachusetts.
bnalneas.
day with Miss Florence Hunting as
M. V. Lord has been confined to the Thursday on
H. B. Doughty went to the C. M. Q.1 teaoher.
bouse for tbe last three weeks with s
Hospital Tuesday with his father, Geo. j John McNeil has bought s shingle
bsdly jammed foot.
of Greenwood, who bad a por- machine.
j J. W. Cummings' fsmily have all had Doughty,
foot removed Wednesday.
| Abijah Paine is very sick.
the grippe, but are all better at thii tion of bis
School In the Cald well Diatriot oom-J
>
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Weston of Bol·
writing. "Uncle Joe" Is one of oar ater's Mills
spent Sunday at B. G. Mo- raenced Monday with Miss Agnes Fuller )
smart old men, and is si ways busy.
There is much slokness through town. latin's.

Ε

to

now we are

grippe.

Mr. Edwin S. Head Is having more of
chore-boy for G. Dana Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bailey visited
Sleds and sleighs are still being used the little giant lights put in at his house.
Mr. Fred Alexander is to have bis her father, J. M. Millett, one day laat
on the West Bethel highways.
H. W. Dennison of South Pari· was in bouse lighted with the Allen-Sparks week.
Mrs. R. J. Warren baa been papering
little giant lights.
this village Saturday and Sunday.
of
West
"John" has my thanks for complimentTuesday evening, March 28th, Den- for Mrs. Warren Lotbrop
ary notice in last week's Democrat.
E. S. Swift and wife have moved from
this village to a farm in Rumford.
G. Dana Morrill recently visited his
daughter, Mrs. Harlan Bean, in Auburn.
Pomona Grange meets this week with
Pleasant Valley Grange In this village.
Fred E. Murphy, who is working in
Albany, was in this village Monday.
John P. Bodgkins is done working in
McLeod's mill, and is now a section
hand on the railroad.
Norman Sanborn and family, who have
been in the woods in Roxbury since the
first of the winter, have returned to their
home near this village.
Clarence A. Tyler and family, who
have been living in the Scribner house
since the first of December, moved back
to their farm la Mason last week.
When Thomas W. Vashaw came home
from the woods of Grafton, where he
has employed a crew of lumbermen since
last fall, living in a camp, he brought
out sixteen shotos whioh he had wintered there, so no food was wasted.

Ready
Up-to-date Clothes Shop.
And

Florence Heald.
Franklin, the son of Washington
Heald, Is slowly recovering from an attack of tonsilltls.
Miss Althea Stetson is sick with the

α

Opening

Foster's Clothing

Μη. Marguerite Brown and Infant are
the guetta of Mr. and Mr·. 0. H. Tattle.
B. 0. Prince of M»dlaon wu here

peculiar

ί

parents.

PI———

nuiiku

Hebron and Hartford bave
united in a school district for the coming year and at a meeting held here
Thursday Mr. Merle Sturtevant, who bas
been principal of the high acbool here
for two years, was elected superintendent Mr. Sturtevant ia a native of Hebron and a graduate of the University of
Maine, and bas been very successful as a
teacher here, and will enter on his new
with the esteem and best wishes
Dr. Stewart of South Paris was in duties
bis many friends here and In bis home
town Thursday in consultation with Dr. of
Wheeler on the case of Mrs. Sewall Mil- town.
Mist Mollle Cole Is visiting relatives
lett of Greenwood, who is very ill from
in Portland for a short time.
measles with kiduey complications.
Mrs. A. E. Cole baa been on a visit to
Rev. Dwight A. Ball of Mechanic
in RumFalls has accepted a call to the First her sister, Mrs. Stanley Bisbee,
Universalist church. Mr. Bail'· pastor- ford.
H. P. Rawson went to Watervllle Wedate will begin about the first of May.
of the Colby ball
Rev. Hervey H. HoytofEast II ira m nesday to take charge
them on a trip
will occupy the pulpit at the Univers- team and will accompany
laHting about two weeks to Washington,
alist church Easter Sunday.
D C., where they will play a series of
games with near-by colleges.
Bryant's Pond.
J. E. Warren bas purchased an enThe Grand Trunk quarry was opened
machine.
again this week. It is understood the graving
Or. A. E. Cole is to be deputy sheriff
company bas a three months' job for
of C. S. Chllds, who is out of it
about twelve cutters, besides a number in place
decision of the court.
of qnarrymen. The stone will be for a on account of the
A drama and dance was given at
Mr. Harry
new depot west of Montreal.
Turner people ThursM. Estes, as foreman, has charge of the Vezinscot Hall by
The play was "The Silent
evening.
day
quarry.
were well taken.
Mr. D A. Cole, of mail route No. 1, Detective." The parts
the attendance
returned Wednesday from a trip to Bos- Owing to bad traveling
wan not large.
ton and Worcester.
Qeorge H. Hersey has bought the
There are still a large number of
formerly owned by H. A.
building
of
Most
in
this
sick
community.
peoplo
Allen on Depot Street, and will occupy
the cases are grippe colds.
in about two weeks·.
Mr. Alton Bacon, who has been very it
The Maine Central repair orew have
ill with the metfsles, is now suffering
been at work repairing the tank house
from bronchial pneumonia.
at the station the past week.
Charles Whitman is moving from the
Mr. Chase, who bas driven a fourGeorge Coffin place to Rumford.
all winter, bad a
Several from Greenwood have been in horse team in here
accident happen to one of bis
town recently looking for rent·.
horses Friday morning. While crossing
the railroad one horse caught his foot
Hebron.
the planking of the orosslng
There was a special all day meeting of between
of tbe rail and started the
Hebron Grange Wednesday when five and the flange
candidates took the third and fourth de- boof, nearly tearing It off.

I

Jobn Say ward and his twelve-year-old
■on of Windham bad a rough experience
Tracy have a flock of about twenty young
Thursday afternoon, and a really wonder- lamba. One of R. 8. Tracy's sheep
ful escape from death. Driving across a dropped a pair of lambe last Sunday that
bridge which had been Hooded by the tipped tbe beam at twenty-one pounds,
rain, a current stronger than the* bad beating the previoua record of two years
anticipated was eocouotered, and the ago ky three pound·.
whole outfit was swept into the stream.
Many are afflicted with bad colds.
The horse soon drowned, but the man
and boy were swept against soma bosh en
Oxford.
and clung to them. Although assistance
died Saturday,
Andrew·
Freeman
it
wis
found
in
was not long
arriving,
illness. The
Impossible to reach them from the shore, March 26, after a long
and it was necessary to drive some dts- funeral was at the Congregational ohurch
taooe and procure a boat. The boy, who Tuesday afternoon. He leave· a widow
was unconscious and was held by his and one aon.
Schools did not keep here Thursday
father, was got lato the boat, but it was
of the bad weather.
necessary to make a second trip for the on aceount
M Isa Mary Andrew· of Portland I·
man, and then they could not get him {
Into the boat but had to tow him to •pending a few week· with relative*
shore. The time they were in the water here.
Saturday will be ladle·' night in this
Is variously stated by thoee reporting
th» affair from half an boor to an hour Orange.
Tbe Adveat conference has been In
and a half. Both are expected to re•eaaion for the paet week.
cover from the severe axparianoe.

|

Pond.

s

îles

I
1

ιομυι

was

were

Icupwas

But It informed us of the thunder
Although the legislature had refused
to endorse the amendment to the United shower during the Wednesday
night
inan
constitution
authorizing
State·
snow storm, of which we were all percome tax, and had passed a law provid- fectly ignorant up to that time, baring
ing for a state tax on income·, at almost heard and seen nothing.
the last moment this position was recedCalling on Brastus Bryant to see how
ed from without division, and the federal be was getting along since his wife died,
Income tax amendment was endorsed. we found hioi quite comfortable in body
It is said that this was due quite largely but lonely in spirit, since they had lived
to the dictum of Governor Plaisted, as a married life of 56 years aud nothing
their
voiced by Mr. Pattangall.
bait ever seriously interrupted

The rate of state tax was tixed at six
mills for 1911, and four mills for 1912
This division was opposed by the Republicans, who were willing to have it
made tive mills for each year. In caucus
they decided not to vote for the six mill
rate as an emergency measure, and when
the measure thus failed of a passage in
the bouse, by lack of a two-thirds vote,
the emergency clause was taken out jf
It, and it was passed. Thus it will not
take effect until the first of July.
The rate of railroad taxation was increased one-half of one per cent.
The bill relating to the packing and
branding of apple·, which ha· been under consideration through a good part of
the session, fell through between the
house· at almost the last minuta.
Two direct primaries bills were bofore
the legislature. The Davies bill, introduced under the initiative, and providing for direct nominations of all state
and county officers down to members of
the legislature, was refused a passage.
This bill will now go to the people under the referendum. Another measure,
providing for direct nominations of governor, members of congress, and an advisory vote on United States senators,
It seems to be the opinion
was passed.
of the authorities in the legislature that
this will go into effect at once, and will
apply to the nominations in 1912, but
there seems to be some question as to
the exact status of the bill under the
referendum provision of the constitution.
usual,
Woman suffrage failed as
though it was given a complimentary
the
of
extent
report in its
vote to the
favor being accepted by the house by a
msjority vote—not by the the two thirds
vote which would have been necessary
to pass the resolve. The senate voted
the bouse
and
formally
it down,

Bryant

many and costly, amd I
friend· far and near vied with
Thomas Scott
C. Ε Peterson.
each other in their expression· of love
and esteem. A beautiful ellver loving
PAKTBIDOB DISTRICT.
presented Mr. Billing·
School begins Monday, April 3d, with
post office and mail carrier force. Mr.
Miss Kuby Clark as teacher. We are and Mrs.
Billings have lived in Botbe
glad to have Miss Clark return to the I wince 1868. Their two children, Robert
school.
and Alice, were born in Woodstock,
Mrs. Will Parlin is recovering from an
Alice died in Bethel in
1906,; and
attack of the grippe.
was a young lady of la'ont and rare
Mra. B-rt Kyerson hat been ill with a
ability. Robert is a successful druggist
bad cold.
in Dorchester. Friends wish this couple
Stanley Bennett has gone to Montreal many happy years in which toι travel on
to work for his brother, Guy Bennett, I
together and many returns of the wed
who is building a pier there.
Miss Mae Bonnett is soon to return I
evening the exhibition given
home.
She is assisting Mrs. George I by Mr. Goodwin's
danciug class was a
Eastman of South Paris with her dress- I
social
event. Music was furpleasant
making.
nished by Coburn's Orchestra of AnMrs. William Mason spent a few days I burn
The juveniles gave an exhibition
last week with her daughter, Mr·. A. G I from 8:15 to 9
o'clock, then the grand
Cu'htnan, at Bethel.
ball began. The class has been very
A. G. Cushman and family are making Unccessful under the instruction of Mr.
S. Mason's this week. I
a abort visit at W
Goodwin.
They are on their way to make their I The annex for a laboratory and extra
home in Ellington, Ct, and will stop a I recitation room for Gould
Academy is an
abort time with Mrs. Cushnnn's sister. assured
fact, as friends are responding
Cenat
Cumberland
Mra. Jamt-s Barrett,
generously to the needs of the school.
ter, going to Connecticut the first of the
Mr. James Hutcliius has purchased
week.
I Mr. Frank Young's house on Church
present·

I seemed

Margaret J Kelly.

The Legislature

In

fwjth

MIm Bubj Walton.
Mr». Beetle Ftel<i.

For Sale.

waa

Wut Paris.
Bethel.
At the annual meeting of the Pint
Sunday evening, March 20, *
temperance meeting under theawplcee Universalist parish Tuesday evening,
THE DOJNOS OP THE WEEK IN ALL of tbe W. C. T. U. «M held In tne Feb. 28, the following omoera were
elected:
Congregational church and *« · ®"
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Moderator—?. *. Wheeler, M. D.
ed success. The Urge "dlence iud cat
Clerk—L. H. Penley.
ed that people nre nrouted »t the «lta»
TreM.—L. 0. Bate·.
Purl· HOI.
Hon In Maine, and Prof. F. E. Hansoom,
Trustees—L. C. Bates, L. M. Mud, T. 1.
Wheeler.
E. C. Park,
nm Baptist CÎurch, Β*τ. Θ. W. Γ. Hill, pat- B. C. Bowler and
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 1046 a. m. the situation with moet oonvlnclng Three new member* were admitted to
Sunday School at 11 Sabbath evening service argument·, showing the dlflewnM be- the parish.
at 7 4V.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evenlnx at tween condition· under constitutional
Miss Ethelyn Davis, who has been very
Covenant Meeting the last rrl<taj befo"
7 30.
Al
the in Son<tay of the month at S 30 r. κ.
prohlhltion end lloenie even under the 111 from measles at Mrs. Elvesa Dennen's,
not otherwise connected are oordlally invited. beet
was able to return to her home at Wood.y.tem ever Invented.
responsibility wis emphasised If we win stock Saturday.
Mia· Harriett· II. Cole of Need ham hold aloft the banner which te -*·
Miss Minnie Tibbetts of Por land Is a
: Height·, Mm., ia the guest of ber sister,
I lead.
to it· motto,
oar state true
at Dr. WheeleV·.
guest
! Mia. G. W. F. Hill.
music under tbe direction of
Rev. Hervey H. Boyt of East Π ire m
Special
home
at
been
has
Miu Helen Col·
Mr«L Edward., with a.chorus
preaobed an able sermon at the Univers·
1
daring the school vacation.
several churches, added to the Ιο"'6"1 alist churoh Sunday morning, Feb 26th.
A cold and backward spring. Lots of of the
meeting. The pastors assisted. In the evening be apoke op resubmiMion
anow the first week in April and sleighs Mrs. Nellie Curtis
for the W. C. T. U.
presided
still In general use.
! About 200 gathered at the borne oi
Mies Lillian Tibbetta of Portland arWashington papers contain notice of Mr and Mr·. Jarvie C. Billings last Mon- rived Thursday and is the trained nurse
the death, in that oity on March 24'b, of day evening, it being their golden wee- at Sewall Milletl's lu Greenwood.
Mrs. Blix»beth R. S. Gordon, wife of the
ding anniversary. The beautiful borne
Georgo Jackson entertained the Haplate Maj. George Alexander Gordon, U. was
the setting appropriate for such py Go-Lucky Club Wednesday evening.
just
S. A. Mrs. Gordon was the sister of ad occasion. In tbe receiving line were First
prizes were won by C. B. Stearns
Mrs. Admiral Kimball and apent the past Mr. and Mre.
tbeirson, Rober and Mrs. Jennie Bates.
Billings,
Kimball
and
Mrs.
with
Admiral
summer
A. Judson Curtis of Dorchester, Mass.,
Billings, of Dorchester Mrs. Robert
at their summer home here.
Billing" au«l iboir sons Louie and, Liar was calling on friends here one day last
I)an Wi nalow returned last week from
week. Mr. Curtis came to attend the
encc, Mrs. Weutwortb and
• visit to friends in Buston.
kins
As the guests were received they funeral of Mrs. Olive Andrew· of South
Prof. William E. Sargent, of Hebron
Woodstock.
passed to tliedming room where
Academy, was the gueet of friendk in ments were served. A short
Mies Laura Barden is at borne from
Pro8r*"|®
this village Sunday.
Mrs.
Addie
was given: Reading by
Hebron Academy during the recess.
Miss Edna M. Luce returned Saturday Vandenkerkhoven;
l..
u.
Mr·,
Miss Alice Bardeu is visiting the family
song by
from the vacation spent at her home In Wight,
accompanied by Louis Billing of her uncle, Fred Dunham, at Rumford
Sew Vineyard.
on the piano' and Mr. Billings with the Falls.
Advertised letter· in Paris post office
There was a good attendance at the
violin; Prof. Hanscom read *
1st:
April
Mr. and dance Friday evening.
pressing the good wiebe· of P??™'®*j

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED UBS.

represents our I. H. C., 30,
1911, Touring Car. The equipment
and machinery of this car is equal to
any $3,000 car on the market. Be
sure and see it before you buy. Our
price is right
This cut

figure,
percale
tuck·, button* under bo* plait. Price #1 75.
tin. ·
DRESS of blue and white percale, waiat buttons on aide, broad Gibson
Also in lavender. Price $1.7·'.
» shoulder, hamborg collar and ouffs.
«
DRESS of percale in black and white barred check, Dutch neck, yoke acd
ire bias band· of same.
Large pearl buttons on waist and eklrt. ?I
DRESS of black and white striped percale, buttons on side. Price Si-^O.
*
DRESS of blue and white striped percale, with bias band arou»·! yoke
waist ha· fine

>elt.

Price $1.00.
large assortment of wrappers and house-dresses in
lizes for $1.00.
A

WAISTS.

nearly

WAIST of China silk, in white with black, bine, green

las Dutch lace

yoke and

rowa

>y bias bands of the material.
WAIST of bine and white
nessaline banding. $2 98.

of

dainty

or

all colon*

lavender strip*

lace insertion down the front,

Price 93.00.

striped messaline,

with side effect of

eepir»1

l'ain

u

»
WAIST of fine quality messaline with new kimono sleeve, ban Dutch ueck
hsrie ^
white
with
black
or
In either brown, blue
tr,Pe* 13 W·
co iiir.
WAIST of mercerized white cbiffoQ with medallion yoke and lace
)alotily trimmed. Price 12.50.
Yoke in if ®0
WAIST of allover open embroidery, with Dutch neck.
ritb pretty Insertion. Price $198.
"am
WAIST of fine lawn with Dutch collar of openwork embroidery
Dsertion down front with three rows of tucks on either side. $1.00.

our-ln-band tie of aame.

A complex line of waist· at $1.00.

This is the L H. C. Auto Wagon
which for all purposes has not yet
been

equaled.

verted into

a

This

car can

touring

be

car or a

con-

deliv-

ery wagon.

W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.
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anbacriber hereby gtvea notice that be | The «ttbicrlber hereby
κΐι»'η>
*
been
Iula
appoint*!
«inly
administrator
of
pointed
duly
ρ
of
I) 8PBIWQ
■MM A J. PENDEXTKB, laie of Hiram
Μ'*Μ
the Conaty of Oxford, deoeaaed, and given In (be County of Oxfonl,
onda m tbo taw directe. All persona baring ; boml» h the law direcu- All per»
emanda again it the eetate of aald deeeaaed are
•alnd to present the aame for settlement, and
thereto*
U Indebted thereto ara requested to
make, ment, tniJ gll in'lebtcd
7'
·
1911.
JOHN L. HUMT&S8S.
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Death of Judge Pea body.
Justice Henry C. Ρ embody of Hi
Maine Supreme Court died very m^rt
ly in hit chamber· In Portland Wedne*
dey afternoon,.from a heart trouble. H
was talking with a friend when deatl
came without warning.
Judge Peabody was born in Gilead
April 14, 1838, the sod of John Tarbel
and Mercy Ingalls (Jurbank) Peabodv
Tbe family removed to Qorham, Ν. Η
in 1889.
He atteaded Gould's Academ;
at Bethel and Fryeburg Academy a

LJqaor Mm Pavor Prohibition!
Strange à· II may seem, there are eomi
pi ople who appenr to honeatly bellevi
Spring term of Mb»»! commenced that tlie liquor fraternity I· not anxioui
to overthrow the Prohibitory Law o:
M
Maine. The following κ late m en', ia cer
ο»·ρ··7
talnly a strong Item of proof that th<
liq tor aaaooiatloua will do everything
within their power for the defeat ol
Maine's Prohibitory Law:
A prominent Maine man, a Repnblicai
who believed to reaabrolaaion, waa ·ravel
ingintbe Sua li a few weeks after tbi
block this wee* * "
Λλλ Λ, the south of atate election.
On the train he fell Intc
Mr. Bern» ha. ο»®
.diolo- conversation with a fine appearing mat
the building in tb· .econd story, »dj
who sat wlrb him. Upon learning hi
ins the oonrt room.
enft<mted * po.l- wsi a Maine man the
stranger immediate
If
and
«Howell
at
Η
shoe
ly anked If he believed in resubmission
*"·'
«"«·
man
said
The
Maine
he did, and tbt
family
other, much pleased at this, proceed et
ό disclose to bim that be was the president of a State Brewers' Association anc
Portland office during «be week

Jd
w

·*·
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Alphas!

~

we

Boy-Proof Clothes.

Noyes Company,

F. H.

NORWAY.

(2 Stores,)

SOUTH PARIS,

have the nearest

TWO-PIECE SUITS.

Every

Our Stock Reduction Sale which
closed Tuesday Night, March 7th

low

same

Double breast coat in several shades of
to
Brown and Gray Mixtures, $3.50

$5·°°·

goods,

will remain

prices

correct in

for

room

our

the shelves with

on

style

and

spring goods

as

are

bargains,

which

Opera

Clothier and Furnisher,
South Paris, Maine.
31 Market Square,

Spring Opening!

M^Frank

0-Çrooker

are now

April 7

YOUR EYES.

All

House

You

and

South

was*

National
Our

League

play

Our

some

closing

but lots of

|

Call for

the game.

we are

we can

are

free

Base Ball

out at

wear in

a

left

HALF PRICE.

They

them.

are

over

used

show you

They

bargains

from last
are a

at the

THE

by

save

a

season

little

Successors

to F. A.

to

Banking by

Mail

not start

an

shopworn

Co.,

Maine.

NORWAY

NORWAY,

1000

95
And all others in the same
"

proportion.

Sizes

(

are

broken and

we

make these

to close them.

Yours

prices

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

to

Ρ

BANK

MAINE.

SUMMER.

Samples.

us

Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
Waistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
New Spring Fabrics, at

and

WELCH,

M ERR ITT

Red and Black, Half Price.
26 cent goods 20 cents.
"
"
"
39
50
"
"
75
$1.00
1.25

record

take your order NOW for the Latest
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white

Let

m

Spring Garden Insurance Co.

to-day

NATIONAL

MAIN·.

—

Reduced Prices on
IN. uayton
Winter Underflannels !

"

a

Department brings

account

NORWAY.

hatching Eggs for Sale.

purchasing Drafts,
sending money away.

FOR SPRING AND

that

Shurtleff & Co.

South Paris,

are

fine

price.

Howard

H.

you

the expense of

OF

the

AT THE PHARMACY OF

Chas.

prices

Toleplion β 11B-8.

Why

catalogue.

goods

or cut

not

National
your door the facilities of this Strong
Bank.

Balls, Bats, Mitts, Gloves and everything needed

We have

AOeiwe

profainent teams.

stock has just arrived, and

new

assortment of

and other

They

Please do

in.

Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

by check.

Base Ball Goods

have been the standard for many years.

RICHARDS.

have the

No matter where you may be, you can
always make the exact change when you pay

daughter

Spalding

we must

clean

of all bills paid.

Maine.

Paris,

good

of all moneys received and expended, and your
checks returned to you by the Bank are receipts

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

ill'
Sunday'

coming

Your check book stubs constitute

8.

cordially invited.

are

but

regular prices

Money Orders, Etc., when

Friday and Saturday,

pair,

all

these the

TO SAVE MONEY, OPEN
A BANK ACCOUNT.

PATTERN HATS AND MILLINERY.

advice]

every

are

on

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

J. F. Plummer,

joyeiFa

They

the sale.

during

And

lines.

regul ir

our

Russian Suits in Blue Serge, Gray forget that when you buy of us at the
and Brown Shades. Very handsome sure to
get full value for your money.
suits, $4 00 to $5.00.

J.

gr

them.

Clothing and Furnishings.

put them back

pigs,

—

see

Because of our big clearance sale in February we
have large stocks of New Merchandise at both
Don't buy until you see the new
our stores.
things we offer at Our Spring Openlng.of New

haven't been

boys

We want you to

coats, $10 to $18.

priced

FOR SALE.

»

A Rain Coat is Just the Garment
Needed. Good for dress or every day. Good for rain
Good in April, July, October or January. Any
or shine.
We have a large stock of new rain
t'me or anywhere.

$ 5,688,403 64
Grose A wetι,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 81. 1910.
$1,241,689 21
Net Unpaid Loews·,
2,009.701 89
Unearned Premium»,...
342,6») 15
Reserved for Commissions,.
ΙΟΟ,ΉΧ) 00
:nses,
350,000 00
1,744,.T«2
1,744,36- 40
Surplus over all Liabilities,
I S,688,408 64
Total Liabilities and Surplus

terns.

wbTZke
ΌΖΙ^
a„,Ple

j

Copvrigfit buA.B. KirtMaum & Co.

Hundreds took advantage of our extremely
Real mannish looking clothes for at 6.15 was a great success.
time quite
the little fellows who have big ideas low
prices and went away more than s itisfied. We find at this
about dress. All styles, all sizes and
to carry longer ; and shall not
in one size only—very small. a large lot of goods which we do not care

^-MnJameeDanforth.
Treae.-Mrt.Geo^I. Camming

j

IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIfllllllllllllllf

Strong, sturdy clothes of unbreakable
fabrics, nobby styles and exclusive pat-

Bjcknell.

Con^

ASSETS, DEC. 81. 1910.

kins

^i^^Vri clyS"··»·

»

LIMITED OF LONDON, KNOLAMD.

The Celebrated Mrs. Jane Hop-

G^.Lîdc"mmK-wS.j»d«.«.nlM

Laconi'a,

Employeri Liability Awnrace Corporatioi.
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Steel armbrs for
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you afford to take

chances of wearing no
over-garment ? There
is considerable sickness
now. Sickness is more
expensive than RAIN
COATS.

Boy-Proof Clothes
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now you
may expect to
find the winter over·
coat too warm for comford. Do you dare or

South Peril.

Opposite Depot,

Franklin Maxim,
Jamea G. Llttlefleid,
Wlnfleld 8. Starblrd,
Chae. G. Andrewa,
Alton C. Wheeler,
Delbert M. Stewart,
Arthur E. Forbes,
Jxmca D. Haynea,
Nelson G. Elder,
Loren K. Merrill,
Charlea H. Howard,
Grlnflll Stuart,
IIImm Pulalfer,
Oscar Harrows,
Albert L. Holmes,
John Bennett,
Frank A. Taylor,
J. Ferd King,
Alfred H. Jackson,
J. P. Richardson,
Herliert G. Fletcher,
George B. Crockett,
U. Hlrim Heald,
Olban A. Maxim,
Walter H. S wett.
Mlaa P. Maxim,
18-15
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Sec'y-

ioco°dVb.e°corJoraiion

This is Rain Coat
time of year. Anydiy

ERNEST F. SHAW,

OF INCOKFOSATOK8 :
V. Dayton Bolster,
George F. Fflrnum,
J. Hastings Bean,
Wm. O. Frothlngham,
John F. Plummcr,
Fred W. Bonney,
Edward W. Penley,
Wallace Rveraon,
Geo. A. Brlgga,
Henry D. Hammond,
Λ ibert W. Walker,
Edwin N. Haskell,
William J. Wheeler,
Joaeph A. Kenney,
s. Porter Stearna,
Charles W. Bowker,
Jamea 8. Wright,
Wm. A. Porter,
Wa'ter L. Gray,
George M Atwood,
■ ludaon
Albert D. Park,
Knight,
Leander κ. Billings,
George R. Morton.
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With right prices, good service and courteous treatment
I solicit a share of your trade.
Yours truly,

:
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TKUSTKE8 :
N. Darton Bolster,
William J. Wheeler,
J. Hasting· Bean,
John F. I'lummer,
Albert W. Walker,
S. Porter Stearns,
Jatnea S. Wright,
Henry I). Hammond,
Edward W. Penley.
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State of Maine.

OFFICERS
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trade and good will of Penley
& Plummer, I offer for your
patronage a fresh and complete stock ο f Groceries,
Meats, Confectionery, Etc.

Dayton Bol-ter,Pre»!dent,
Hastings Bean, vlce-Prealdent.
George M. At wood, Treasurer.
George M. Atwood, Secretary.
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Having purchased stock in

SOUTH PARI·.

N.
J.
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Prop.,

Tk R» tel'Mi ?

A Word to
The Publio :

South Pabis, Maini, μ·γ. m, 1911.
In con'ormlty with theprovlilona of Sec. 17 of
Chap. 48 of the Bevlaed Sututea, the following
la publlahed aa a Hat of the offleera ami corporator· of the Sooth Parla Saying* Bank, elected
at the annual election held at said Bank on the
fourth Thuraday of March, 1911 :
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Wixfiku) Starbibd, ) Resolutions. were looking for me to die, when my
ike andTrea·.—Ueorge M Atwood.
Inslow K. Young.
A Κ >)<urlleff. The composer to be
son insisted that I use Electrio Bitters.
Sup».—W
Collector—John W. Chute.
Deputy Sheriffs Appointed.
I did so, and they have done me a world
iiuti:e-i is Beethoven, and the lecturer is
Bosrl of Directors—J. Hasting* Bean, J. Ed·
«rt
«««"«»
Mim Wheeler. The programme i·:
In accordance with the decision of tbe of good. I will always praise them."
waitl March, Frank A. Tay lor, Geo. D. Kob
Tucker.
son, suinner K.
law court, recently rendered, tbat J. Electric Bitters is a priceless blessing to
Uwrtu e Kgraont
SOUTH PARIS.
Mr, lirlgKs. Mr Wilson, VIMThayer.
Remember that the men serve the sup- Melvin Bartlett of Stoneham was elected women troubled with fainting and dizzy
Vocal st-lo por at Good Cheer Hall Tuesday of this sheriff of Oxford County at the state spells, backache, headaohe, weakness,
NOTICE.
A flrst-cla«s supper, election in September, Mr. Birtlett took debility, constipation or kidney dis- In tbe District Court of tbe United Bute· for th
Mr». Barnes.
week, April 4tb.
Vocal solo
.·
»Τβμ*ΐ!ι
of baked beans, cold meat the oath of office on Friday, March 31st. orders. Use them and gain new health,
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
consisting
Miss Leach.
and vigor. They're guaranteed In tbe matter of
a
Piano »olo Mlad#. pastry, cake, etc., will be served Ue has appointed deputies as follows, strength
)
S In Bankruptcy.
to satisfy or money refunded. Only 50c
LESTER C. JOHNSON,
& Farvwdl to the Ptano
at 6:45, followed by an entertainment aod will appoint others later:
of Hebron, Bankrupt. )
Mro. Wlggln.
at
H.
Howard
Co.'s.
Chas.
D.
South
Mrs.
Parts.
furnished by
Wynifred Staple· Harry Cole, Jailer,
To tbe creditors of Lester C. Johnson, In
Eoowi «ι Thou the Land
.....Vocal sow
Lcverna L. Nile·, Bumford.
Smith of Carthage, one of the sweetest
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Mrs Barrows.
Leon M. Small (P. O. Rlillonrllle), Mexico.
Shake Into Tour Sho«s
Notice is hereby given that on tbe 25th day of
Mania X.iacbre. Krom Sonata.
William A. Blcknell. Norway.
singers of Maine, and A. E. Morse, read
A. D. 1911, tbe said Letter C. Johnson
r. L. Meeerve, Fryeburg.
Allen's Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder. It re- Mar,
and impersonator, who always delight!
was
duly abjudicated bankrupt, and tbat the Orst
Mr». Morton.
Jaiuea M.Day (P.O. Bryant'· Pond), Wood- lieves hot, tired, aching, swollen, sweating feet,
abroad.
or
Come
home
at
his
audiences
duo
of bis creditors will be held at the offloe
Pt*®0
Somu Ια 1). Ou. β
and makes walking easy. Takes the sting oat of meeting
stock.
No. 8 Market Square, South Pails,
Mr». Bricked, Mrs. Kastmau.
and hear them. 25 cents for both, or the
Over 30,<XX> testimonials. of tbe fieforee,
corns and bunions.
the
19Ui
day of April, A. D. 1911, at 10 o'clock
Don't aooept any sub- on
Sold Everywhere, 25c.
either separately for everybody,
George E. Abbott.
at which time the said creditor»
In
the
EmerC. Briggs, who·· home w»· at same for
forenoon,
L
Allen
8.
stl.ute.
Olmsted,
Sample FBEE.
t
Passed from earth to tbe heavenly Boy, Ν. T.
South Paris, a private In the faoepital
11-14 may attend, prove their claims, appoint
About twenty-five members of Wescus
examine the bankrupt, and transact
trustee,
died
March
19tb, in Canton, Mis·.,
corp* f he United States Army,
such other business as may properly come betogo Lodge of Yarmouth visited Hamlin laud on
hat Tuesday in the hoepital at Jefferson Lodge, K. of P., at a special meeting George K. Abbott, aged 00.
fore said meeting.
This Will Interest Mothers.
South Paris, Mar. 29,1911.
From out the love-HIM ether spaces,
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
City, Mo., after an illness of some week· Saturday evening. There was a large
WALTEB L. GRAY,
Where In beauteous I
relieve Feverlahness, Headache, Bad Stomach,
with pneumonia.
He had been station- attendance of members, and a number ol
Referee In Bankruptcy.
the
Dwell all our loved anil lout of yore;
move
and
Disorders,
regulate
Teething
ed at Fort Williams, Portland, but bad visitors from other lodge·.
Degree·
Come wafts of sweet magnetic feeling
Bowels and destroy worms. They break up
been jrdered to the maneuver· In Texa· were worked by Hamlin Lodge and
For t very til to be the h-allng,
Colds In 94 hours. Used by mothers for 22 years.
Executor's Sale.
And grief to vanqulah evermore.
All Druggists, 25c. Sample Free. Address, A. S
*nd wn* on hi· way there when taken ill. Wescustogo Lodge, and a banquet and
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
11-141 1 shall sell. May 11, at ten o'clock A. m., A. D.
He was the son of Mr. and Mr·. Jacob
affaii
whole
Ε.
M.
the
Α.
followed,
speeches
1911, to tbe highest bidder at public auction at
Briggs and was born In Buckfield eigh- winding up a little before midnight. Th<
the Uberty Hotel at Bast Brownfleld, all the
in
Card of Thanks.
teen years ago. For the past two je»re \ armouth visitors were mainly enterBorn.
right, title and interest Parlé Ε. Bogere had
the Almon Rogers homestead situated In tbe
be had been employed in the shoe factory tained at the homes of tbe South Parii
To the ktod friends and neighbors, tbf
Brownfleld,
town
of
Rogers Neighborhood in the
»t
In Paris, kfarch 21, to the wife of Gerald E. said Interest Is supposed to be two-fifths of said
Norway and the sled factory at South Knights for what remained of the night members of tbe Grand Army and Odd
a daughter, Lillian Evelyn.
Pmh until enlisting In the army l**t and all returned home on tbe early trail Fellows, we wish to
homestead.
express onr sincerc Wing,
In Harbor, March 21, to the wife of Percy
FBANCIS A. FOX, Executor.
Nutember.
lie leave· two brother», Sunday morning.
thanks for the many kind acts shown αι Jones, a daughter.
1116
Porter. April 8,1911.
John (!. Brigga of Norway and Percy
In East Hebron, March 26, to the wife of B. L.
in oar trouble, also tor the beautifal
W hi ting, a daughter.
ΚΙΝβ DISTRICT.
Bngg* of Auburn. The remain· were
sent
in
flowers
memory of our loved one.
In'Norway, March 28, to the wife of Harry
bruught to Norway, where the funeral
M H8. Chas T. Buck.
Box, a son.
Mr·. Henry Adams 1· gaining slowly
held Friday afternoon. Interment
G ko. K. Buck.
In Mexico, March 25, to the wife of Bobort
in Riverside
Bumilde. a son.
S. C Rhode Island Reds, ... 9 .60
Forrie Everett la quite aiok with pnen
Db. and Mbs. C. L. Buck.
Cemetery.
In M ex loo, March 94, to the wife of Llnwood
(Exceptionally fine laying strain.)
V. Kelley, a daughter.
Minor town officer· were appointed by monia.
75
of
wife
Houdan,
the
March
to
In
North
95,
Bumrord,
of
are
a
Card
the selectmen laat week aa follow·:
Thanks.
Earl Kimball and the King boy·
Lee Thurston, a son.
(Finely marked pen.)
home from Orono for a abort vacation.
Mrs. Ella W. Burbank sincerely thanki
CONST ABLX8.
1.0C
Blue Andalusiun,
k T. Flavin,
B. G. Col·.
her South Paris friends who have kindl]
(Non-sitters. Great layers.)
Charles Edward· la trying to roak
Married.
Alfred H.Jackson,
"""•«I'b κ tole,
written letters, sent cards and beaatifu
rathe
la
weather
tbe
but
AH High Ο rade Thoroughbred Stock.
Chas. M. TUcomb.
I maple syrup,
flowers, which have been a comfort anc
poor for sap to run very freely.
DOO CONSTABLE.
C. ά. MILLER,
pleasure to her, during her recent illness
W.J. Wheeler.
Ν. H., March, 1911.
80UTH PABIS, MAINE
Gorham,
HILL
8TREET,
wiieum
Congressman Daniel J. McQiltlcudd
14-88
bas name
Clarence L. RWon,
of tbe Second Maine District
Chas. E. Brett,
KICKED BT A MAD HORSE.
i
Mrs.U. H- Porter.
J». b. l'orter,
as hi« private secretary Col. Henry
8. R. Newell,
Sweu,
J»uy
Mr. McOillicudd
Samuel Birch of Beetown, Wis., had ι
of Lewiston.
*r>. Ρ M. W»
Wing
W.
A.
Walker.
ker,
c
most narrow escape from
and Col. Wing are both graduate·
losing his leg
p. c. Pickett,
ζ Ψ. klptey,
Died.
• H.
in 18É
ma no doctor could heal the frightfu
Albert Dean,
Furar,
Bowdoin, Col. Wing graduating
OP PHILADELPHIA, PA.
P. M. Walker.
Co sore tbat developed, but at last Buck
and Mr. McGillicuddy In 1881.
la South Parts, March 80, Mrs. Elisabeth
ASSKTS DEC. 81, 1910.
len's Arnica Salve cured it completely
newspaper mai
Κ IKK WtKUIUtS.
known
well
a
is
75
Wing
years.
Knight, aged
editor of tfa
81,090 01
It's tbe greatest healer of ulcers, burns
$
C. Perham.
Wheeler.
In South Paris, March 24, wteno. daughter of Beal Estate
waa for some year·
Stanley
who
t. *
48,308 (X
Mortgage Loans}
Buwker,
boils, ecsema, scalds, cuts, corna, cold Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Tlkander, aged 8 months.
Joeeph B. Cole.
<
Lewiston San and later Maine represen
Loans
Collateral
B.
March 95, Freeman
Andrews,
In
Since tt
•«fc.vLKR OF W Κ lu UTS ΑΧΟ ItAtUIU.
sore*, bruises and piles on earth.
9,096,710 01
Stocka and Bond·,
Tr; aged Oxford,
ative of the Boston Herald.
77 years.
8)
Bank
and
it. 25c at Chas. H. Howard Co.'a.
177,875
In
Offloe
Cash
of tbe Herald he has bee
H.
March
ABTHL'K K. CLASS.
Andrews,
In Dlckvale,
97, Henry
reorganization
406,9661<
Agents' Balance·,
and has repor
aged 06 ?0ire.
I
on the Portland Exprès,
SBXTOMS.
Last You Forget
in Everett, Mas·., March 28, Haley Qalney, Bills Receivable
th
that
for
paper
and
81,655 9·
Interest
Benta,
Henry Brock,
ed the legislature
Carroll R. King.
formerly of East FreburgLest yon forget, lest yon forget,
I
*· A.
other
All
Assets,
Elmer
C.
March
β. ί. Jones,
Jefferson
SI,
In
Mo.,
Dudley,
city.
winter.
What are you going to do
Κ. L. Porter,
«rseeThayer.
Brlggs of South Parts, aged 18 yean.
With that old chamber »et?
*nhur Talbot,
Gross Assets, —·.
$ 8,891,128 S
March 14, George W. Bell,
ClaTton K. Churchill,
In
South
Waterford,
That chair, that table, and that old de*k.
have pa
1,884 S
Deduct Items not sdmltted
I. H. RmngwooJ.
16 years.
Tbe governor and council
aged 16;
* 0. McPhee.
That dlah, that kettle, and that old clock.
Cariboi
steten^
Pred York.
In Sou
South Woodstock, March 99, Mrs. Frank B.
Mrs. Sarah A. Tapley of
That bag. that box, that trunk that will loci
doned
S
Assets
$
Admitted
8,889,241
L~· Ky«r»oo,
Au
B
Chaa.
Andrews.
trewa,
of a fl·
That oouch. that pillow, that blanket too?
who ba· served si* month·
Benton L. Swift.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1910.
In Bamford, March 98, John McDowell, aged
η Λ «,**Γη··
Οfor ma
Why, Just gtve them to the W. C. T. U.
Ο
term io state priaon
Charte· K. Penley.
68
Τ6ΑΓ8.
Kiltimwood,
$ 868,6456
year·'
Net Unpaid Losses,
H. Malloy of Matt;
Lett you forget, lett you forget,
In West Sumner, March 26, Mrs. Belle, wife of Unearned
Premium·,
2,151,651 β
HBviTva* or wood and lu muck.
slanghter, and John served
Bollln N. Stetson, aged 99 years.
one-half of
\That auction la to be in April
85.000 0
baa
All other Liabilities,
who
wamkeag,
W
We'll
O.
let you know when the day Is wL
Gray.
fi
400,000 0
Cash
state
Capital,
the
prison
C Prrhae.
r. Β Peoley.
be looking your hooi
ι two year·' term in
Meanwhile,
Jutt
all
over
488,944 0
Liabilities,
was convict* d
FOB 8ALE—Baapberry plants, the Cathbert, Surplus
W. L. BlooU.
through.
T*;1* * cela.
larceny. Mrs. Tapley
Τ our woodshed", tout stable, your store,
1 |*Bl»«y.
! 4000 quarts from one acre third year from set- Total liabilities and Surplus,
P. O. Lotertni,
child < >f ι
8
the
illegitimate
$
of
8,889,941
of the murder
Warranted to live If property set. $9.00
«.Panlsy,
John M. March.
Jof aU sorts of things you've used before. ! ting.hundred.
and waa pardoned becau »
ALBEBT DUDLEY, Bucklleid,
W. J. WHEELER * GO., Agents,
ber
daughter,
suilmmq iJtaeacTOBa moths
South Parts, Mala·.
1U4
§à§ herssU U «boat to b>oome
JetelLHunh.

iiftouiiy

Funeral Pieces

o3Tmx>«°

New Lino of

YOUR

ORDER

Do

NORWAY.

r\

»

4

/I

J

noisier to.

5000 Rolls
New Wall

Papers.

All the best American makes also

English and German styles.
Values good.
Prices reasonable.
some

5 cts. per Roll up.
Call and see them before stock 1b broken.

35 MARKET

South Paris,

-

SQUARE,
-

Maine.

arc the
cause of numerous little things
children.
with
that go wrong
When a child is sick you
rarely think that its siclrarsi is
caused by worms, yet worms
either directly or indirectly, are the
emus· of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
Children, and oftentimes ad aits, feel oat of sorts, are
irritable, feel listless ar.d unref reshed in the morning ; suffer with
indigestion, have a variable appetite, fool tongue, offensive breath ;
^
hard and full belly, with occasional gri pings and pains about the navel; eye·
heavy and dull ; itching of the nose ; short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
slow fever; and often, in children, convulsions—in the majority of cases the
ï of all the trouble is Wl'M, though you may not suspect their presence.

Unsuspected

worms

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

• pare vegetable compound, has beeu the standard
household remedy since i8m. It never fails to
expel not only worms but all waste matter, leavIn* the blood rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular and the whole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Or. Trne's
Elixir regularly is wise, because it not only increase· the appetite and acts as a preventive of
coughs, cold, fever and worms, but gives ragged,

THE LAND OF

robust health.
Sold by all I>ruggt«tx. i'rices 35c, joc and $1.00.
Write for free booklet,
Children and iktir Utiemtt."

PVZZLEDOM.

Rational Finance.
three yeara married, PruBelinda,
No. 1282.—Hidden 8plce*.
"Mary, your apron grew on â tree.
dence, juat after celebrating her wooden
The word dog io German sounds
wedding, were naturally—by example Tee. It did!** related seven-year-old
funny.
and precept—eminently qualified to Jlmmle, laughing at hie ■later'· reAlec loved to wander in the woods.
throw light upon the problem of Doria'
proachful look.
All children most ardently love their three montha of matrimony.
*Ί aaw my mother make It," aaid
to
aet
hate
up
certainly
you'll
"Why,
parents.
I
aocount
an
explained
do,"
taking up one corner of the
Mary,
am
book;
1, once waiter at the Lilac Inn,
Prudenoe. "I put down every oent I get dainty muslin apron and looking at It
•n the stage now.
and every cent I apeud, and what for;
and every week, once a month and twice carefully.
on a
la made of

Free!

Free!

A KING KINEO RANGE.

$2 Down and $2 a Month
The person bringing: the largest number of this ENTIRE
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Thursday, Aug. 3,1911, at 3 p. m.,
will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00,
FREE. Ask your friends to begin to save this advertisement

I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

—

thirst
For wandering
No fancy was to

budget.

THEN. A8 now,
me

MOHB dear

Than travel When or how.
What i.ABOR. TIME or gold It cost,
1 TOOK no heed at all.
My only thought to see the world.
Its cities large nnd small.
Since then I ve wandered far and wide.
O'er smooth rood and ROUGH LEA.
Of many a town the GAS GLOW bright

It's been my lot to see.
SOB NOT. for naught DID MAR the
Which travel gave my mind.
Search for those cities In these lines.
Five PAIRS you there may find.

Joy

No. 1287.—Cod· Rebus.

No. 1288.—Charade.
June comes with balmy houra
And dreamy, blissful days.
Her hands are filled with flowera

£2S

To scatter o'er

At morn or eve or noon.
To prulse her Is a dutyFairest. sweetest June.

Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

60

>.

ROCKLAND.

AND

PORTLAND

For Sale.

Devions
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone tending a .ketch and deeortotlon mu
tuickly aicertaln one opinion free wnetkeran
invention it probably p^enubl* COmiMnle·.
Uouaauictly confidential. HANDBOOK Οβ Patenta
««•nt free. Oldeat agency for aecuniigMUnU.
Patent· taken through Mann & (Xk reoelre
tytcial <w(k<, « 11 boat char··, la tb·

Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M.

GREELY,

R. F. D. a, South Paris, Me.

Scientific American.

PROTECT

A bandeoraely tlluat rated weekly. UrmtdrTerm·. 93 a
culaUon of any adentlOç
rear : four month·. «L Bold by all «ewedealera.

Journal.

YOUR
HORSES

From the cold, stormy
days. Good values in
BLANKETS at

».0. FROTHINGHAR'S,
South Paris, Maine.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Fruit Trees.

Shrubbery.

If you need fruit trees, shrubbery or
perennial or bulbous plants for next
season and do not know where else to
If you noed
get them come to me.
shrubs or plants for any particular situation or purpose and do not know what
I have cuts and
to get I can tell you.
photographs of many kinds.

Delivered at any station on the
ALBERT
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
South Paris,

43tf

Maine.

SS

We

to
need men
ta three week·,

trmln,
petition· paring |ΐ> to μι weekly, ba;
work, short hour·. Beet Spring poalUona now
Five year· of »uc
DrlfluK »D'l Garage work
com
Write now.
POHTLANO AUTO CO.,
PortUoU, Maine.

Picture Frames

CImom·

>>*

in

iOc.«d|l.a>at DruuitU

χ

Largest Stock of

Bath Room

L. M. LONQLEY,

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

I M. TUFTS.
NUMitt,

SOUTH PARIS.

Holders,
price on

Norway!

A LOW PRICE
—

Mouldings SJL. Wool
Work

Trimmings

in town.
Towel Bars, Soap
Bath Seats, etc.
Special low
Glass Shelves for Christmas.

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade Portrait

and bcaotiftae the ball.

I*roinutM a luxuriant growth.
Merer rail· to Reatore Ο ray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cant acalp dmw * hair teUiof.

.·>··; m

and Pictures,
&

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

to

close

out

ON

—

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY.

·

Sts.,

MAINE.

hers do

quarts,

longer,

but as

good

aa

cut off.

Reason For Har Opinion.

"Do you think genius and insanity
always go together?"
"Oh. no. I am convinced that my
husband is half crazy most of tbe time,
faintbut I've never seen him give tbe

today.

William Tell Flour

IUQ

VTOUlUg.

When Doris first

produced

ber four
purses Harry laugbed at ber so immoderately that tbey almost had their
first quarrel; since, however, he has discovered that Doris always manages with
what sbe has, never asks (or more, never
seems to be in "straits" and never, by
any chance, rufts into debt, be bas become sympathetically interested and cor-

respondingly respectful.

When friends or relatives make mention of Percy Montmorenci's financial
muddle or tell of poor Richard's ineffectual struggles with an insufficient
income, be will say with a jolly laugh,

"Don't you want to let him in on your
financial deals, DorU? 1 think he'd be
tbe better for it," and turning to the
others will conclude, "you may not be
aware of tbe fact, but in Doris you see a
real financial genius."—Ex.

Oil Nagging.

No. 1275.—Charades: 1. Mend-I-can't.
2. Pro-crass-tle-nay-ehun.
mendicant.
3. Decoration, ora
procrastination.
tlon. ration, shun.
No. 1276.-Ali>habetical Order: 1. A.
3. HI. 4. No. 5. P. Q
B. 2. B. C.
8.

Qrs. 7. St. 8. Tu.
No. 1277·-Anagram: Misadventures.
No. 1278.—Pictured Words: Napoleon

Bonaparte.
No. 1279.-Riddle; Pad (a path, a
highwayman, a klud of horse, a cushion. a package of paper).
No. 1280.-Numerical Enigma: "The
Rattle Hymn of the Republic."
No. 1281.-Palindrome: No. I toned
art as a trade notion

Bazar.

How to

String Beads.

The owner of any beads valuable for
own worth or their associations
m'ght well take a lesson from tbe pearlstringers. Their cardinal principle |s to
tie a firm knot between each two pearl·.
Then if tbe string breaks no more than
This
one pearl can be lost
just
I
as well, of course, to other beads.
know of one girl who lost nearly all of a
valuable string of coral by not taking
this precaution. Tbe string broke in
the street and most of tbe beads rolled
into tbe gutter and down the sewer before the owner or the bystanders could
get them again.
Neither wire nor catgut Is good for
tbe stringing of any jewels when a stiff
Instead,
appearance ia out of place.
either surgeon's silk—which is woven
like braid, Instead of twisted, and comes
in several numbered thicknesses.

"I never enjoyed your chance for an
education," said the reproachful father.
"Well," replied the flippant youth,
"when it cornea to that I don't believe

1

eajoy

it

myself."

Do the right thing if you have Nasal
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once.
Don't touch the catarrh powders and
anufl·, for they contain cocaine. Ely'·
Cream Balm release· the secretion· that
Inflame the nasal passages and the throat,
whereas medicines made with mercury

up the secretions and leave
In a word,
no better than you were.
Cream Balm la a real remedy, not
lly's
All druggists, 50 cents, or
a delusion.
mailed by Ely
Brothers, 5β Warren
Street, New Tork.

merely dry

Sou

,

;

jI

"Well." said Mary thoughtfully, "we food.
"Great and good things
Suid he:
Mother If at
raise lovely roses.
father.
I work now In the rose gardon, aud I have been made known to me,
wish for has not
am going to tell her about my apron. Lut the spirit you
with
think Is best. Aunt spoken. I am weary nnd fainf

I

cun

Which do you
Ethel—roses or cotton?"
"What do you think ?" asked Aunt

! Ethel.
"Roses," answered Mary.
"Cotton, of course." declared Jlmmle.
—Youth's Companion.

BliïTERFLY
COLLECTING,
Butterflies

dow

are

plentiful,

anô

likely

some

of you

her

padding in

Kt.

py weather.

A cook obtained an iron cake griddle
wbloh to oook steak.
This, she
take. Chaaberlaln'a Cough Remedy I· olalms, Is better than a broiler, as no
made from loaf augar, and the root· used juloes are lost, and is better than a
la its preparation give it a flavor almilar spider, as the large enrfaoe will accomShe
to maple ayrnp, making it pleaaant to modate the whole steak evenly.
take. It has no superior for colds, oronp, heats It very hot, rnbe It with a piece of
and whooping ooogh. for «aie bj all snet, and lays on the steak: In a moment
it is turned. When done it li deUoiooi.
dealers.
on

"Only
speak the Great Spirit.
!!tl!e while."

Tarry yet

u

St.II three time» did the moon and
hi? >uu ex'-ha.ive places iu the heavmuI *1u· eleventh day opened.
*!W
1 ι;.!.·; 'ι»\·ί·:·ιιΙ over the lodge. and
o.;r.s fell f;»iii the sorrowing sky. The
:adian ia:Ur unie again to his son,
nd again ÙIJ Xing-wis beg for food,
lie wu* p.iK· i'.i.d thlu, only a shadow
t the c'urù.v young form which had
so daringly Into the river. So

collector must provide pers that he implored his father to let
Rut the warrior wus stern.
himself with u ring net with which te him po.
"My noble son," said he, "even yet
ratch the butterflies. This net, which
Fast one more day
is hope.
Is shaped like a there
at dawn I will bring you
tenuis racket, has only and
made food."
u
handle
Obedient to his father's words, Nlngwith a forked tin
wls lay through the dreary day. The
socket.
By thii
sadness lu bis heart seemed echoed all
means the uet it
him. Even the birds were quiet
and about
folded
up
or gave forth ouly plalutlve notes. All
carried.
easily
he lay lu a stupor. Before the
Λ
pocket col- ulght
break of the twelfth day his uumbness
lecting box Is left
him, aud he heard a voice softly
Thli
necessary.
speaking: "Patient, indeed, hast thou
la corked at both
been, Ο Nlng-wls, aud brave and dutiWith ll
ends.
ful. But thy father has tried thee too
should be some
long. Now shalt thou not need to ask
ο
I
e η t ο in
ogk-al favors of him
again, but the eurth aud
pine for safely the rivers shall supply thy food and
eecurlut! tht the trees
thy resting place. The people
flies; ο t h erwlst of the earth shall love and admire
il*
the wings will b« thee, aud thy home shall be the length
A RINQ NET.
pro.
dauiuged.
and breadth of the land."
ride yourself, too, with a small pin
The good spirit then told Nlng-wls
cuehlon for use when on a trump.
how to palut his breast, aud It becaino
A email wide mouthed bottle con- η glowing red, even as his father uptaining a tiny sponge moistened with l-enred at the lodge. Nlug-wls took
a few drops of chloroform ought to be ι ο notice of him, but finished his task,
Included lu the outfit Directly the nnd before the wondering old warrior
The

buttertly

Insect Is placed in the bottle It dies,
and It can then be attached to the cork
in the pocket box by a pin passed
through the thorax.
After a successful day's bunt tht
setting board will come Into play. II

A SETTING BOABI).

is easily made of a small fiat piece
of wood like the one seen in the Illustration. to which u couple of beveled
The corki
cork supports are glued.
must lie placed slightly apart to allow
space for the body, while the wlngt
ure spread out on slanting corks and
held in posltiou by slips of cardboard
pinned to the cork. When the speel
mens have remained on the setting
bound for a few days tbey are ready tc
be transferred to their final restlne
place, the specimen cabinet

Catching tht Speaker's Ey·.
oughly mixing put
The practice of "catching the speakcrnsts wlthont cooking, then baked
slowly. The result was most satisfac- er's eye" dates back to the session of
tory, and one member of the family was 1640, when a heated dispute arose besot troubled with indigestion, after eat- tween members of the house, several
ing tbe pie, as is usual with him. I al- of whom claimed precedence of speech.
ways use a dash of vinegar, instead of It was then decided that whoever first
cider or llqnors, for minoe meat. An
caught the speaker's eye should have
acquaintance never pares the applee, and the
right to address the house. This
I was astonished to disoover that I conld
rule worked smoothly until 1685, when
not see any difference in her pies.
Sir John Trevor was elected to the
chair. The new speaker was afflicted
An Embroidery Hint.
with un abominable squint; consequentOften In padding a buttonhole edge or a
two members would often catch his
design for solid embroidery tbe white ly
and decline to give
padding shows through tbe color that is eye simultaneously
afterward stitched under It. This is way to oue another. To obviate this a
and disagreeable In farther rule was framed to the effect
especially notioeable
One woman solved the that the speaker should call by name
a dark shade.

problem by doing

Let me have food and an
hunsrer.
other time I will try again. Then per
haps your prayer may be grauted."
"No, no, my ton,'' was his answer.
now is it good for you to be-

boys would plunged
like to inuke a collection of the man} weak was he that he could not stir,
nnd it was only in the faintest whislovely varieties.
very

applies,

ootton
We are told that It oosts 944.37 to have as near the sbade of the silk as she oonld
Tbe result was eminently satis*
a cold in Boaton.
3tory. It may seem extravagant, but
And yet those Boaton girls will go
right along leaving off their apectaclea the cotton was only three oents a spool,
and wearing their thin goloshea in slop- and the extu expense was worth while.

When a medicine mnat be given to
yonng children It mnat be pleaaant to

I

Etbel.
"I must go and tell my mother about
CHANORD INTO A BEAUTIFUL ltBD BHKASTcotton." said Mary, slipping down
ED BtUD.
'Terhaps she
from Aunt Ethel's lap.
star mother hid the
the
and
face
will set out some cotton pints and we her
lu their cloud blankets and the
stars
cloth."
own
our
raise
cun
black and wild.
But Aunt Ethel shook her head, night was
On the eighth morning, as usual, the
"No." «he «aid: "It has to be a very
wurrlor looked in upon his son.
warm climate for cotton to grow In, old
the
Your Tho youth saw him standiug in
and a great deal of sunlight
doorway and asked that he might have
mother cannot raise cotton here."

their

many ailment· in
it· train and le the primary caute of
bowel·
much aiokneas. Keep
your
regular, madam, and you will eacape
many of the ailment· to which women
are aubject.
Constipation ie a very
•impie thing, but like many aimple
Having materials at hand for a small
thlnga, It may lead to aerioua conse- quantity of mince meat, but needing a
aslittle
needs
a
often
Nature
quence·.
quick dessert, I put the meat and apples
•ietance and when Chamberlain1· Tab- through tbe second adjustment of tbe
let· are given at the first Indication, meat chopper, added raisins, spices and
much distress and suffering may be
sngar, also a pinch of salt, and after thoravoided. Sold by all dealers.
tbe mince into tbe

published

(»

could speak the lad, changed luto a
beautiful red breasted bird, flew to
the bruuth of an overhanging tree.
From there be turned to his father,
who now stood pleading with him to
return.

Nlng-wls answered blm teuderly:
"Long did I endeavor to fulfill your
flesire, but It was not the wish of the
Now hns a guardian
Great Spirit
spirit come to me who will protect
me and give lue food, but I shall always love you, and my home shall be
near the lodges of my people."
And to this day the O-pe-che of the
Indians, our own beautiful robin redbreast, dwelle near our homes and 1p

protected and admired,
spirit promised Nlng-wls
lodge In the forest.

as the good
In the lonely

Is meat what there uln't

none

successively

Dispatch.

Young Eagles.

from 80 to 100
years. The young birds arc driven
forth by their savage parents to pro
vide for themselves us soon as they art
able to ily. No training Is given them
by the old bird. That Is left to their
wild Instincts, which hunger and no
cesslty develop. There Is no "going
An

eagle

lives

i

X

Separator

Κ·'

It holds the World's Record for closest

rators.

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prize at Seattle,
1909.
Don't buy
any separator until you have
asked us about the United States.
^
Better ask TODAY.

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE
ο

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

Come In

Acquainted With

and Get

lis.

Some time you will want some money, ii you
do not need any now. You may want to bay a
house, a farm, go into business, or make some
temporary loan and want the money at once.
At such a time, it is a good thing to be well
acquainted at the bank.
;

A man's character and personal habits have a gre.it
influence with a board of bank directors, and to be well

favorably known is as good as money to you.
Our depositors are continually increasing, which means
that a large number of peo· le that never have ha<l a check
account, are finding that it is convenient and satisfactory.

and

presented by
Your.g, parents.
Sidney Douglass of Porter, ward; petition
sell and convey real estate presented by Harry B. Pratt, guardian.
Orrlngton Tork late of Parts, deceased ; petifor license to

Your

license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Laforest A. York, administrator.
tor

Neighbor Already Has An Account With ts.

ADDISON E. HB&R1CK, Judge of said Court.

A true

copy—Attest :

SOUTH

'exfi5r"SKto«t will|
b^du^Md
and twtementof

COMPANY,

TRUST

PARIS

PARK, Register.

ALBERT D.

MAINE.

PARIS.

WITRAM ute0f Denmark.

rfega1'

™

w.^'ssaswArs1^».· wJ.

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,

BENNETT PIKE.

NOTICE·

ssusa."» «I

Pythian Block,
SOUTH PARIS, mk

toad· m the >aw directe.

:SSS««'
w
immediatelylswortiI
1P11.
If arch
21st,

SEWING
MACHINES.

£-jsr& isaer-asais ζ,I

wSfo'Xissi· Wi>S
MRRR1LL ,ate of Hebron,

"VlîT^lï.

Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

WILBUR J. MERRILL.

notice.
that they
The subscriber· hereby give
bave been duly appointed executor, of the last
Wl"
GIVEN late of Hebron,
in the County of Oxford, deceased- All person·

no^

"aIbEBTP

South Paris.

[

All Winter Hats reduced to

isttisaaagsa«JJat

ment, and aU Indebted thereto are requestea vo |
make payment
ard R. GIVEN.
MARY J- QIVEH.
March 21st. 1911.

Immediately^

Cost

NOTICE.

j^WpîafâffiaJSSsK·'^!

Am also

sSSfes

of

all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
MAUD I. STEVENS.

In

pasf, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under

the Acts of Congress
to Bantrupter;
relating all
that he has
surrendered
his
ProP®{*7
iSd rlrhts ofduly
property, and has fully compiled
with all the requirements of said Acts and of
the order·
touching his
Wherefore he prays,
may be
by the Court to have a full dlachargo from an

Market

Mains, ss.

Your health and life depend
upon the Kidneys and Liver
working properly. When out
of order you havo pains in the
back, brick dust deposits,

On this Sfttb day of March, A. D. 1911. on read

"witness

thSr

the Ho*. Clamkc* Παιλ. Judge
of the said Court, aad the seal thereof, at PortIn
said
land,
District, on the 16th day of March,

Vu·1]11'
i true copy of

JAMES *. HEWEY, Clerk,
pétition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES 1. HEWET,Clerk.

{la

Square,

ΦΙ Kidney and Liver Disorders—
Dr. Kennedy's Favorite
Remedy The Best
Treatment.

MELLEN L. COOPER, Bankrupt.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEON.

tblsorf

and

Danger Signs

Th^he b^ruptoy.
i™5"»??,

trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
doe thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat. a newspaper printed la said District, and
all known creditor», and other persons In
interest, may appear at the asid "me Md pUoe,
and show cause, If any they hare, why tne
prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
Uors copies of said petition and
er, addressed to them at
places of reeldutoe as

Heavy Boys' Hose

Millinery

Mellx*

Distal ct ο»

closing out my line
at

prices.

MRS. L. C. SrilLEY,

1

L·. COOPER.
In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. J
To the Ho*. Claiuwcx H alb, Judge of
trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
L. Cooper, «onnerly of Buckfleld,
now of ParU, In the County of Oxford,
and State of Maine, In said
pjwrte*·
Jr.i- mnraaents that on the illh
day of June,

oulourt

Price.

very reasonable

Bankrupt'» Petition for Discharge.

MELLON

me.

STANDARD

8AWyeb.

NOTICE.

theestateof

PORTLAND,

PIANOS & ORGANS. !

All oenon·!»*»*

uent

New iiixter Huilding,

INSURANCE,

3s?ssras£^i

—

I

Separator Today

In

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State· foi
the District of Maine. Ia
Bankruptcy.
In the mattfr of
)
THOMAS N. SWKATT.
Bankruptcy.
of Rumford,
J
names as well as keen eyesight—LonBankrupt.
To the creditors
of Thomas X. SweaU, 1
don Chronicle.
County of Oxford and district aft, resell :
back to the old home" for the young the
Notice u hereby siren thai.on the M
of
eagle·. The mother bird tears up ev Oct, A. D. 1910, tne said Thomas N. day
Sweatt
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, aad that the
first
ery vestige of the nest, and If the.v
meeting of nla creditor· will be hekl at the office
Hit Hard.
emit plaintive shrieks the old birds of the Referee, No. 8 Market
Square; South
p&rlt. An tkA WK a··
*
Τ flatter myself I've made a hit with
dart at them and push them off the Pari·, on the 5th <Uy of Apr.» ï. D.llttî jS
the ferenoon, at which time'the
this song. Br— by the way. who was
10,o'c^.1,1
creditor· may attend, ρ rare their claim·
crags or rocks and thereby make them •aid
the gentleman that was moved to tears'
It ttfkee three appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt aad
take to their wings.
transact such other bnslaees as
and went out?"
maTproDWlr
proper ly
year· for a young eagle to gain Its oome before said meeting.
"That was the composer."—London
Soulh Paris, Mar. ltlflll.
and
strength.
complete plumage
WALTER L. GRAY,
Tatler,
upon the member privileged to address
the bouse. So every bolder of the office has to possess a good memory for

BOLSTER CO.

You do not care who invented the cream separator—or
which separator was first in the field.
Yo*i want to know which is the best separator today
—which is the most improved.
The United States Separator has demonstrated its
absolute and complete
superiority over ^11 other aepj-

"

be was.'"-St. I'aul

DAYTON

U. S. Cream

what's

any underdunner.'
The best one of the afternoon was
furnished by a Germantown teacher.
'Here is one," he said, "which has the
old classic, 'He seeu his duty aud doue
It noble,' beaten forty ways: 'Lewten
lient Graut bourn the euemy lu his bed
<iut he snuck up ou him aud killed him
without known' who. Where or what

N.

is the

for order to commit to Home for Feeble Blinde
Franklin B. Young and Cella L.

tion

BY

Best

Floaale Yonng of Oxford, a minor; petition
1

last

Young America's English.
"What Is the most Incorrect sentence
nny of your children ever get off?"
asked a Glenwood schoolteacher re
cently at the Schoolmen's club.
"One of mine got this off not long
ago," responded a youug man who
teaches at the Robert Morris school·
"
'it ain't blsn like, but yourn.'
"My best." said another teacher, "ran
something like this: 'Rare roast bee.'

throe weeks

SALE

The

Democrat, a newspaper publlnbed at South
Parts, In said County, that they may appear at
a Probate Court to be held at Bald Paris, on
the third Tuesday of April, A. D. 1911, at nine
of the clock in the forenoon, and be heart thereon if they see cause:
Sally T. Llbby late of Hiram, deceased; will
ana petition for probate thereof presented by
Francis A. Fox, tbe executor therein named.
Sidney D. Swallow late of Buckdeld, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Isabell Swallow, the executrix
therein named.
Albert O. Jordan of Albany, want; flrst account pieiented for allowance by Austin
H utchlnson, guardian.
James H Rldlon late of Hiram, deccasrd;
will and petition for probate thereof and the
appointment of Florence If. Sawyer as administratrix with the will annexed presented
by Florence M. Sawyer, a daughter.
Elson D. Hammon of Paris, wardI: first a*count presented for allowance by George W.
r
Rtdlon, guardian.
Orrlngton Tork late of Paris, deceased ; flr»t
accouut presented for tllowance by Laforest
A.York, administrator.
▲. I. Knight late of Ruraford, deceased; flrst
account presented for allowance by F. A. and
C. V. Knight, executors.
ford

Mary.
"Negro boys and girls," said Aunt

I

FOR

PROBATE NOTICES.
all persons Interested Id either of tbe estate
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and for
of
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
March, In tbe year of our Lord one thousand
matter
tbe
following
and
eleven,
nine hundred
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordkbzu :
Tbat notice thereof be given to all persons in
terested, by causing a copy of Uits order to Ik
the Ox-

"Who picks the cotton lint Γ asked

gone.

My son taught me a leison on tbe subject of "nagging" when he was but four
years old, and one that I have never forgotten. Ue had been guilty of a small
misdemeanor and had tried to wriggle
out of it by not telling tbe exact truth.
No. 1290.—Charade.
I gave him a mild spanking; and, aa baa
My first ts laid upon the floor;
always been my custom, talked the matMy second curls upon your head;
ter over afterward. I began by saying,
My wholo I'm sure you're glad to have
"Now, Robert, if you bad told me tbe
When It Is time to go to bed.
truth, I should not have punished you."
He stood before me scraping one foot
Puzzle and Anawer.
along the carpet, and he looked up at me
To name five weights which, added and said, "What would you have done?"
together, make 121 pouuds, by means and I answered, "I should have only
"Well," he drawled,
of which may be weighed any Inter talked to you."
"how long would you have talked?"
mediate weight. Including fractions.
He is a big boy in high school now,
Answer.—The five weights which,
but when times arise requiring a repriadded together, make 121 and by
mand, and I get started, I still bear that
means of which may be weighed any little voice, "How long would you have
81
talked?" and I go right to the point and
Intermediate weight are 1, 3, 9, 27,
say what I bave to say on the subject.
-121.
But, in the boy'a own language, I "cut it
short" and never refer to it again unless
Key to Puzzledom.
it is absolutely necessary.—Harper's
No. 1274.—Acrostic: London.

Constipation bring·

or
· Chauffeur
AMte,l,ebUe Baetmm,

for

PARK,

M.

Κβ»

L

D.

DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

J.

YEARS*

Patents

α D. THONDIKE MACH. CO.,

No. Î289.—Rhymed Word Square.
My first doth fold her wlnga to atay
Above the happy breakfast tray
(Unless 1 deeply In my second be).
Where from the steaming coffeepot
My third, with proper fragrance, hot
Salutes his nose, and punctually ahe
Doth do my fourth with smiling face.
Oh. bachelor, take heart of gracel
Don't do my fifth to me.
But seek a vis-α-via.

There

EXPERIENCE

Engine for a new MIANUS.

Liber*! allowance.

10-17

ways.

To scatter o'er the meadowa
A brtght and glowing band,
June Is ALL by no shadows.
Her glory tills the land.

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing,

Tour ol<l UMolene

our

Fair roses TWO and breathing
A delicate perfume;
While she Is garlands wreathing.
As In a golden loom.

No clouds to ONE her beauty

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

pieces,

feet,
newspapers, and bananas she has used
and
consequently
during the past week,
how to divide and apportion quarters
sums also,
small
these
And
and dimes.
according to Doris' simple reasoning,
loaves, pounds,

end to week's end; it ia not juat exactly
burating with coin, aa saving is slow and
uphill work when done by dimes and
But
quarters and rare half dollars.
though small the fund does grow and
Baby Nell's Christmas doll, Frankie's
birthday spread and her own matinee
tickets are assuming less ahadowy and
Into this purse
remote possibilities.
Doris alipa what she has left—and quite
tifty-seven cents, too. In the fourth and
last pocketbook she stuffs the greatly
shuoken roll of bills left after all this
dividing and assorting has been going
on.
This purse holds what goes for tomorrow's marketing and for next week'a
The
current housekeeping expenses.
mouey now being all disposed of, Doris
carries off her four pocketbooks and ia
ready to sit down with Barry to enjoy

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

TRADE

between us
sun partially intervenes
la
and tbe burning Algol mucb light

To

j

The third pocketbook holds what
Doria has been able to save from week'a

WHEELER.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
are other makes, but Paroid is the best

cotton.
white lint
Into one purse she folds a certain aum
"It is all picked from the plants and
of
a
for the house rent—always
quarter
! cleaned. and then the white strands
the entire amount—and securely snaps
are spun Into thread, and then the
no
her
Is
the catch; for that
money
thread is woven Into cloth, and your
Mr.
to
It
rightfully belongs
loDger.
mother buys the cloth and cuts Mary
Mulligan.
Into the second pockotbook go the out an apron and sews It with fine cotdifferent amounts due on Saturday or ton thread, and here it is."
"I told you
••There.'" said Jlmmle.
Monday to the baker, iceman, milkman,
washerwoman, gas man, and paper boy. that your apron grew upon a little
Methodical Doris knows just how many
tree."

are

PRICES.

WHOLESALE

Lumber

want flbur that never fails—that
makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves
every
baking need.
So they use nothing but William
Tell
Flour—and have "good luck"
every day
they bake.
For William Tell bread is a
marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouthits pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—order

non* kuowu thai
muuy years ago. It le
a double one.
Algol Is not one star, but
around a
There are two suns revolving
Is bluecommon center, one of which
other is dead
tbe
and
sun
our
like
ing
dark
like tbe earth. Thus when tbe

—

high grade

a

L. δ. BILLINGS

mi

wives

uν use

—

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and org ns which I oiler to the
public. I have twelve pianos and playegpianos in stock in my
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and we are
Send for catalogue.
to show them to the public.

J.

Ning-wls,

juat

PIANOS

W.

tbe eon of a great
Warrior, grew up to maubood. Amoug
liia people It was tbe bablt of young
V'.eu to endure α long fast. If worthy
he Great Spirit would reveal to them
la dreams tbe guardian spirit who
bed meu

a

mo

for you.

always ready

Long apes ago when Uo-ka-ta-be
from his borne at the bottom of tue
of tbe
fcreat (tea presided over tbe souia

Economical

brllllaucy
noted by nhepberde of Mesopotamia

"The stuff It
grew
henceforth would direct their lives.
year, I balance my acoounta and aee
where I stand."
Uttle tree that looks just like our blush
The father of Ning-wls was very
"Aunt proud of bis son and desired greatly
"Well, I don't; for what'a the uae?" roee tree," Insisted Jlmmle.
I
knowa
exclaimed Belinda. "Dick
get
and cour- est gleam of genius."—Chicago RecordEthel has a book full of pictures anout that be should be so mauly
It, I know what I spend it lor, we both
that be would be guided by a
Flerald.
ageous
seer
and
And.
taking
Mary
addle
Come
It
Don't
know when it's gone.
you
and good spirit. The lad was
from
strong
with
out
to
the
Ink
and
trotted
No. 1284.—Famous Battles.
head
Jlmmle
In cases of rheumatism relief
your fingera
your
by the band.
Instructed by his father to go into tbe pain makes sleep and rest possible. This
Doris
Fill In the blanks with the names of 'receipts' and 'expenditurea,'
where Aunt Ethel was sewing.
piazza
a
off
Is
Chamberta|K>r"bath lodge. This lodge
famous battles.
dear; just you listen to me and don't."
may be abtalned by applying
"Aunt Ethel, did the stuff my apron
dealers.
short way from others of the tribe and Iain's Liniment. For sale by all
1
Happy-go-luoky Belinda made Doris
1. Please give me some
, ——»
like
a
η
tree
on
little
se- Is made of grow
which cold
Belinda
one ever takes
tbereln,
upon
stones
bot
bas
laugh—do
am not well.
Prudence's easy familiarity rosebush?" asked Mary eagerly.
It was on a liner bonnd for tbe Cape
ivater is poured, thus Oiling tbe lodge
while riously—but
2. Elizabeth let the
tbat a gay benediot, who was rejoicing
with accounts and balancée filled lier
bath
muslin
of
the
this
bold
From
took
vupor
Aunt
Ethel
steam.
with
•be cooked the scones.
in a three months' tour without bis wife,
gentle un arithmetical soul with an awe·
came and dived into tbe cold
the
3. Give me my other gloves. This aome admiration.
held forth on matrimony one day In
"And, Prudence," apron and then nodded smilingly. Ning-wls
river.
too shabby.
sbe faltered, "they alwaya come out "Yea, my dear," she said; "your apron water of the
smoking room and announced to several
then
ride the wild even? Tour acoounts are straight, dear la made of cotton, and cotton grows
This be did twice. His father
married men bis firm conviction that
4. Did you
each year
went with blm to a lodge in tbe wood» three months' separation
colt?
Prudence, always?"
on a plant
It Is the fruit of a plant"
on all married
which bad been built for bim, but the sboold be obligatory
"Why of course," affirmed Prudence,
C. It was amusing to see the old
cloth
know
I
didn't
grew,"
"Well,
with great pride, "and why shouldn't
.ocation of it waa unknown to tbe rest couples.
through the pasture.
in
beisides, whenever I am said the little girl.
"Say 8βδ days!" tbey exclaimed
tt I never saw a
it the tribe. Here Ning-wls threw himshoeing they be? And
somechorus.
aeventeen or eighteen cents—and
"I will tell you about If eald Aunt
fa·
hie
thus
and
horses.
lelf down upon a mat,
And a woebegone, henpecked one In
times it'a more—short, I put It down Ethel, lifting Mary Into her lap. "Then
left bim.
the corner robbed ont, "Ton are foragainst 'Sundries' and make it balance; when you hear about cotton cloth and :her
No. 1285.—Riddlsa.
He awaited the voice of the Great getting leap year I"
why, what'a the matter, Belinda?"
cotton thread you will know Just what
motionless.
L
Amid Belinda's derisive laughter and
Spirit. All day long he lay
means."
Τ ou bear about me in the court·.
Lame shoulder Is nearly always due to
Prudence's protestations Dorla ailently It
Then night came on.
need
me
moat.
Where man will
"Does thread grow too?"
of tbe muscles, and quickly
resolved to keep on with her own aimple
Thus pns?cd seven days and seven rheumatism
But when the boat is Insecure
to tbe free application of Cham"See," said Aunt Ethel, holding up
scheme for successfully meeting the deMnn with me keeps the post
Sometimes the moon covered yields
lights.
berlain's Liniment. For sale by all
mands upon the modest amount Barry the apron, "this cloth la made of hun1 am the part that makes a pall
could afford to give her every week for dreds of âne threads. So you see the
I dealers.
Of any use. ao here's my tale.
her housekeeping. She haa carried out thread Is
really made first"
11.
that resolution for seven years of happy
Photographer—Try and look pleasant,
"Tell her about the cotton plant"
I wear a crown, but I'm not a kins.
wedlock with excellent results; and now,
please.
I bear a root, but I'm not a flower.
said
Jlmmle.
witneaaea
as then, every Friday evening
Short-tempered sitter—You get on
When cut 1 b'te, but never fight.
"Some day," went on Aunt Ethel,
the following little performance:
with it. This photo is for some relatives
I'm sometimes sweet, but never sour.
As soon as the small son and weo "you and Jlmmle will go to South
who want to come and stay a month
Get me with trouble, lose me with pain, daughter have subsided, Harry takes Carolina, and Instead of fields of grass
with me.
Go right to work and have me again.
from his pocket a roll of bills, whioh he you will see fields of cotton. If It be
Guard me and prize me and yet one day
proceeds to count, while Doria goes to in July all the cotton plants will show
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain'*
Pay somebody well to take me away.
her top bureau drawer and from it takes
—Youth's Companion.
a round fruit about as big n« a walnut
Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B. Kenfour more or less age-wurn and very
drick, Raiaca, Ga. "It Is tbe best cough
In August, when this fruit has ripenshabby pocketbooks, with which ahe re
come
out
remedy on the market for cougba, colds
then
and
No. 1286.—Anagram of Ten Cities.
bursts
It
ed.
open,
turns and to each one of which she
and
croup. For sale by all dealers.
When young, too POOR TO slake my
this
And
lint
of
fluffs
assigns a part of her share of the family lovely white
—
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Coloioi, Oxford Democrat, Soath Pails, Me

Thj Veriable Star Algol.
»l*ir lu the
The most »<.;ed variable
changes Its
which
Is
Algol.
universe
It was
mi remarkably that

—

DR. J. F. TRUE i CO.,
Autan, Me.

Free!

I

■■

No. 1283.—Riddle.
My better half Just said to me:
"Here ta a puzzle you can't see.
How can you ao an Τ transform
That to 'a servant' It conformf"

m

WHERE MART'S INDIAN LEGEND |
APRON SREW OF THE ROBIN.

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

1

Goods,

South Paris, Maine.

KILLthe

AND

CURE

WITH

COUCH

LUNG®

THE

Dr. Kings

New Discovery
PBÏÇJ

FAR
run Roughs

e * «
«*

^OLDS
AND AL^MAT%NDUJNGTROU^

SATISFACTOB*]

scalding pains, swelling around
eyes, ce nstipate J bo wels,dro weiness, fever, rheumatic pains,

GUARANTEED

Durid

Blacksmithmg !

Dr.
Favorite

skin and blood troubles.

|

Fancy

Kennedy's

the uri-· acid
Remedy
from the system, the cause of
most Kidney, Liver and Blood troubles. No
betU-r remedy. 35 years successful. Write
Dr. David Kennedy Co., Roudout. Ν. Y.,
U. 8. Α., for free sample. All
druggists,
removes

fl.00 bottle.
a

Wood,
Slab Wood,

Cord

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal.

LW.WALKER&SON,
South Parle, Maine,
Λλ

OK MONEY

REFUNDED-

Having moved

shop

to

from the

the

Co. Shop

Cummings Mfg.
in South Parie, I

latter place

am

prepared

to

the
now at

do

and Job Work,

Shoeing
Heavy Work

Satisfactory

Milled

a

Specialty.

b°tl>
work done for

old and new customers.
Charles A. Heuisc***·
"tf

Sheathing.

sal- ty
Spruce and fir. For
J. A. KENNEV,
South ί «π*
2$tf

S

